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-·Excessive absences may be one of the causes of the downfall of many 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
From the viewpoint of society absenteeism can be viewed as a factor 
in maladjustment .. The worker who has a high record of absences may be 
considered to exhibit a certain amount of maladjustment toward his work 
situation. Likewise, the student whose class attendance is poor may be 
maladjusted to the educational structure. 
Admission to any public school is a privilege and an opportunity. 
It represents an investment by the people as well as the student. It is 
important that the student shows responsibility for this obligation by 
regular class attendance. When a student does not meet and take advan-. 
tage of his classes, money is being wasted and every citizen has a right 
to be concerned and interested in this problem. 
Students' absences are not an isolated problem faced only by the 
administration at Oklahoma State University; instead, class absences may 
be considered to be a typical problem which is faced by many other col-
leges and universities (Lotz, 1954). 
Since it was desired to develop instruments to measure attitudes 
toward absenteeism in a university setting it was deemed necessary that 
one review the research which had been done in this area in order to pro-
vide background for the propos'ed instruments. 
Review of the Literature 
There are many studies which seem to indicate that no matter what ap-
proach an industrial organization takes to reduce absenteeism it is going 
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to have some successful results (New York .Personnel Management Associa-
tion, 1950) .. Thus, if the company decides to "get tough" or to be under-
standing concerning.absences, they will help alleviate the problem of ab-
senteeism somewhat. It may be possible that this finding might hold true 
when colleges are considered . 
. These findings seem to point to the conclusion that one should look 
.at the individual's motives,,attitudes and personality to grasp the sig• 
nificance of absenteeism. 
Brayfield and Crockett (1955) in a review of the relationship be-
.tween job satisfaction .and productivity, found that the available empir-
ical studies showed hardly any evidence of a relationship between absen-
teeism and morale or satisfaction when individual data were considered. 
However, there does ·seem to,be some sort of relationship between the two 
when studies utilizing group design was considered. -Even here, however, 
there were conflicting results and it was only by the process of totaling 
the number of positive and negative results that the authors arrived at 
a positive relationship between morale and absenteeism. 
Brayfield and Crockett describe this relationship as being very low 
and hard to obtain, and it probably indicates a very complex sort of re-
lationship instead of a simple·direct one. 
Numerous other studies in the literature indicate that morale should 
not be considered as a summation of many other factors which.are assumed 
to be related to job satisfaction (Gilson, 1958; Herzberg, Mausner 1 & 
,Snyderman, 1959; Kahn.& Katz, 1953). The writer thinks that it is rea-
sonable to assume that this same type of situation occurs when colleges 
are considered . 
. From the above considerations, it seems reasonable to assume that an 
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instrument developed to measure attitudes or behavior toward absenteeism 
may prove to be worthwhi.le; for even if· abs-ent•eeism hap,pens to be related 
to "general.morale," the relationship is prcob~bly not a high one and oth-
er factors need to be considered in analyzing .the problem o·f absenteeism. 
It is very probable· and s·elf-evid·ent tha·t the reasons, for being ·ab-
sent vary .from one person to another, . from time to time; arid from sit~a-
tion to situation. Some attempts have be.en made to· i~olate the factors 
which are mainly involved . in ~bsenteeism. 
An es·peeially extensive study. was conduc.ted by Ja,ckson (1944) in a 
machine shop. employing several thousa.nd .workers from :which a represen.ta-
tive ·sample of five hundred and fifty employees working :in eight differ-
ent departments was drawn for the study. . The x:esul ts confirm the o.f ten 
noticed observation that the majority of absences was due to a small per-
centage. o.f employees. The design o.f. the study (Jackson, 1944) utili.zed 
the techniqµe. of interviewing .... the employees who were above .average in 
absentee rate. From the interview data six reasons were extracted for 
absenteeism. These factors, plus their relative per c:.ent of occurrence, 
. are as 'follows: 
1. Poor work habits, indicated by trouble and .fighting with 
other workers or foremen, tardiness, horseplay, and bad 
previous work ·.records ....••.•......• ,, ....... · .... ·· ..•.. , ....... 6% 
2 •. Personal adjustment, indicated by separation, divorce, 
family quarrels, symptoms of psychoneurosis, unstable 
personal life, drinking, breach of peace, etc ........••.•.• 9% 
3. Dissatisfaction with work, indicated by many transfers, 
complaints about pay or working conditions, lack of in-
terest or ambition, complaints about the management. ....• , .16% 
4. Irresponsibility, indicated by unexplained absenteeism, 
incapability of being left on own.resources, not valu-
ing the job but thinking.leisure time more important, 
no loyalty to the company or job ........................... 17% 
5. 'Outside difficulties, indicated by outside business or . 
shopping problems, home responsibilities, .transportation 
and housing difficulties,.moving, visits to out-of-state 
homes e O. O 0" •.a. e O O O 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II If O O O O O O O O O O O O O II DO O O 9 11 0 0 0 ·-~ II O .17% 
6 .. Sickness or fatigue, indicated by evidence of sickness, 
doctor's or hospital's care, accidents resulting in 
loss of time and complaints about health, fatigue, etc .... 35% 
(Jackson, 1944, pp. 291-292). 
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Thus, it is readily seen that at best only 35 per cent of the absen-
ces were due to reasons of sickness or fatigue, while 65 per cent of the 
reasons for absences were more or less directly related to personality 
and attitudinal factors. More than half of the employees interviewed in-
dicated more than one of the six major reasons for being absent . 
. Even if sickness or fatigue was the largest single factor these re-
sults seem to indicate that it would be possible to develop instruments 
designed to measure attitudes or behavior toward absenteeism. 
A somewhat parallel study, though less exhaustive, was conducted on 
a college population by Lotz (1954). This study was conducted by means 
of a questionnaire given to certain students todetermine some of the 
reasons for class cutting, so that a more effective administrative policy 
toward class cutting could be enac.ted;. Ih relation .to the present in-
vestigation., the important findings from Lotz' s study were as follows: 
1 .. Students had a lack of interest or complete boredom in class. 
2. Students were required to take classes that they felt would 
not benefit them in any way. 
3. Instructors had poor methods of teaching. 
4. Instructors had little interest in class and class participa-
tion. 
5. Instructors had insufficient interest in the subject matter. 
6. The system of excuses approved by the Deans was faulty. 
7. There was no uniformity among teachers in handling class cuts. 
(Lotz, 1954, p. 294). 
Thus, it is very evident that the major reasons for class cutting in 
the above study were attitudinal in nature. 
It is apparent that absenteeism can be divided into two large deter-
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mining areas. One is situational in nature, that is, absences are relat-
ed to factors which are peculiar to each situation. . The other · area is 
more general and cuts across individual situations. 
Naylor and Vincent (1959) conducted a study in which three items 
normally found on any application blank (age, marital status, number of 
dependents-) -we:r,e· used on -two hundred and twenty women clerical workers 
employed in a large midwestern manufacturing company in an attempt to 
predict absenteeism. Age and marital status showed no significant rela-
tionship to the criterion, .however, as might be expected, number of de-
pendents was significantly related to absenteeism; this relationship was 
positive~ It would appear to be somewhat easier to predict absences in 
a particular situation or department of a company by use of biographical 
data (Naylor & Vincent, 1959), however, it should prove to be more diffi-
cult to build scales to measure attitudes toward absenteeism for the 
scales would have to be more general in nature for they would be depend-
ent mainly upon the psychological factors in the particular situation 
which are associated with absences in general. The writer felt that the 
development and analysis of instruments of this type was a justifiable 
undertaking. Thus, one of the purposes of this study was to determine 
whether or not it was possible to construct instruments to measure atti.;.; 
tudes toward absenteeism in a college environment. The instruments were 
developed on a number of different classes taught by a number of differ-
ent instructors. The students in these classes were from various colleges 
within the university and represented all levels of scholastic classifica-
tion. 
One of the major problems of predicting who will be absent is that 
most instruments which could be developed for this purpose can be easily 
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:l;alsified. Thus, if an applicant who want:;s a ct~rtai;h j9b can qistinguish 
i:he desired r¢$ponse, he is inclip.ed ~ogive a;distd11te8. pictutie of him-
self. Long sll•nding criticisms have been:dire/:ted toward persortality and 
attitudinal irt~truments which are employed in ~ituations where the subject 
is likely to falsify his responses. Numerous investigitors have found 
that most instruments of this type (especially inventories and question-
naires) are very readily falsified. In this connection-Meehl and Hathaway 
state: 
It is a significant sociological fact about the psychologist 
that in spite of the strong reasons, both a priori and experi-
mental, .for accepting the reality of this phenomenon in o]i?ject-
ive personality testing, very few systematic efforts have been 
.made to correct for it or to overcome it ... It almost seems as 
though we inventory makers were afraid to say too much.about 
the problem because we had no effective s·olution .for it, but it 
was too obvious a fact to be ignored so it was met by ·a polite 
nod .. Meanwhile the scores obtained are subjected to varied and 
"precise" statistical manipulations which impel the student of 
behavior to wonder whether it is not the aim of the personality 
testers to get as far away from any unsanitary contact with the 
organism as possible (Meehl & Hathaway, 1946, pp .. ' 526-,527). 
There have been just two, more or -less adequate, major approaches 
which have been developed to curtail the amount of transparency (fakeabil-
ity) of psychological scales. One of these being the construction of cor-
rection factors, such.as the K factor which was developed for the Minne-
.sota Multiphasic ·Personality Inventory by -Meehl and Hathaway (1946); the 
other being ·a more recent development in scaling theory. The proponents 
of the latter apJ>roach (Baier,· 1951;.Edwards, 1957; Ghiselli, 1954; 
.Sessions, 1948) hoped to eliminate or minimize the transparency of their 
instruments by the use of.the forced-choice technique .. 
Briefly, the essential characterist:ics of the forced-choice proce-
dure are to present, simultaneously, items which look alike to the indi-
vidual who is completing the personality scale or questionnaire and yet 
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the items have differing significances .. The individual's task is to pick 
the one-item which is most descriptive of himself. The items are usually 
chosen to look alike in terms of their favorableness (social desirability) 
when they are used to describe. other individuals. The favorability index 
for each item is the index which describes the degree of favorableness 
of that item and it is obtained by scaling items on .a favorable-unfavor-
able continuum .. The discrimination index for each item is the index 
which describes the degree to which.that item differentiates between a 
high and a low criterion group. 
The results of various investigations indicate, however, that both 
standard personality measures and forced-choice measu~e~ of personality 
can be faked (Bass, 1957; Borislow, 1958; Longstaff & Jurgensen, 1953; 
Maher, 1959; Meehl & Hathaway, 1946; Wesman, 1952;. and others). 
Even if it should prove impossible to reduce the possibility offal-
sification by use of the forced-choice technique, in the writer's opinion, 
it would still be desirable to ascertain whether it is possible to devel-
op adequate scales to measure attitudes toward absenteeism (when motiva-
tion to cheat is minimal) and to investigate the general feelings of the 
population_ .toward abselitl.teeism. 
In a review of the available empirical .literature the present writer 
found no evidence of a scale which attempted to measure attitudes toward 
absenteeism. 
Since it is desirable to reduce falsification, the u~ilization of 
the forced-choice technique might be use fol in dev·eloping attitude scales 
toward absenteeism. This was the approach which was·taken in this inves-
tigation .. 
One of the npst important, if not, the most important component of 
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the forced-choice technique which is related to its fakeability is the 
favorability index (Edwards, 1957; Morrison & Maher, 1958; Sessions, 1948; 
Wherry, 1959). This is usually obtained by having .a person rate the £av-
orableness of each statement on a five point scal.,e of favorableness. . The 
number of categories used to determine the favorableness of·each item may 
vary; Ghiselli (1954) used only three categories (favorable, neutral, 
unfavorable) for his·"self-description"·scalewhile Highland and 
Berkshire (1953) used a five point scale for their study . 
. The writer of this study felt that it would be desirable to ascer-
tain whether or not the ability to falsify a forced-choice scale was at 
leas-t partially dependent upon the scaling method which was used to .ar-
rive at the favorability index for each statement. A review of the pre-
vious empirical literature gives evidence that forced-choice scales can 
be faked. Since the favorability index is an important factor in the 
transparency of the forced-choice technique the writer felt that it 
might be useful to compare the transparency of a forced-choice scale 
which used a rather simple psychologica,l scaling technique (median). to 
derive the favorability_ index with the transparency of another· forced.-
choice scale which used a: more sophisticated psychological scaling tech-
nique (successive intervals,) t:o derive the favorability index. The logic 
employed here is the more finely 9r accurately tha:t the items can be 
paired in terms of favorableness the less transpar¢nt the item pai~s will 
be .. To implement this purpose, t~o different scaiing techniques were 
J i I 
utilized in obtaining the favorability ind~ces and the final form of 
the instruments were administered under instructiohs: designed to obtain 
! . 
more or·less "truthfut" answers and under.a l'beat" situation in which 
the subjects were instructed to make the best possible f!Core. 
The major assumptions of the forced-choice scaling technique in 
connection with attitudes toward absenteeism are as follows: 
1. Any real difference which exists between students in class 
cutting behavior can be described in terms of verbal state·-
ments. 
2. These statements differ in the extent to which students gen-
erally tend to usi~them in describing other students, that 
is, in general favorableness, and this tendency can be deter-
mined statistically. 
3. These statements also differ in the extent to which they 
characterize students at one extreme of the true scale of 
"class-cutters" as opposed to students at the other extreme 
and this difference can be determined statistically. 
4. Pairs of statements can be selected such that they are 
equal in favorability but different in the extent to 
which they characterize students at the extremes of the 
distribution. 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not it was 
possible to build instruments to measure attitudes toward absenteeism 
by using the forced-choice technique and incidentally to ascertain 
whether or not the method used to derive the favorability index was re-
lated to the transparency of the forced-choice technique. 
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II. METHOD 
Construction of the Instruments 
·The five hundred and one subjects* used in this study were students 
who were em;-olled at ·Oklahoma. State University during the fall and spring 
terms of 1961-62. 
There were fiv.e .groups of subjects. Within one of these groups 
(Group·C) there were .two sub-groups--one which was high in absenteeism 
and the other was low in this factor. The experimental conditions assign-
ed to the various groups and the number of students within each group was 
as follows: 
Group ·J... Subje.cts in this group were required to write essays de-
scribing ~b(?th a high and a, low llclas-s-cutter." There was a total of one 
hundred and twenty~two .·subjects within this .group; sixty were females and 
sixty-two were males, forty-five of these subjects were l6werclassmen, 
sixty-eight were.upperclassmen, and nine were graduate students. 
Group B ... Subjects in this group were required to .judge on a seven 
point scale t);i,e favorable-nes,s o·f each phrase or stateme,nt which had been . 
developed from the. e,ss,a:ys obtained ·.from Group A and other available sources. 
There was a total.. of thirty .. eight subjects within this group; twenty.:.two 
*This .does not include forty-three subjects who were discarded for 
incomplete forms. or .. dual. answe~s .. on the forms. 
10, 
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were females and sixteen were males, twenty-seven of these subjects were 
lowerclassmen and eleven were upperclassmen. 
Group C. Subjects in this group were given the experimental forms. 
These forms were constructed by pairing the phrases and.statements in 
such a manner that each.pair of statements was as nearly equal as possi-
ble in favorableness. Subjects were asked to indicate which of the two 
statements was most descriptive of themselves. Group C was divided into 
two sub-groups. Subjects in Sub-Group 1 C were high in class cuts while 
the subjects in Sub-Group 2-C were low in class cuts. The data from 
these expe.rimental forced-choice forms were used to develop the empiri-
cal scoring keys. This was the only condition which r_equired dichotomi-
zation of the criterion variable. Groups C and D had a total of three 
hundred and two students; within these groups one hundred and forty-four 
were females. and Ol'!-e hundred and fifty-eig;ht were ma.les, one hundred and 
eighty-seven of these subjects were l-0werclassmen, one hundred and two 
'were upperclassmen and thirteen were graduate students. Group Chad a 
total. of two hundred and two students and Group D had a total of one hun-2'. 
dred students; the subjects for. Groups C and D were collected at the same 
.. 
time and randomly assigned to the two groups. 
Group D. Subje~ts in th:ls group were used to cross-validat·e ·the 
forced-choice forms. The total number of perceived class_ cuts for each 
student was correlated with his total score on the forced'."'choice forms. 
Group E. Subjects in this group were required to complete the forced-
choice forms under "honest and beat" conditions. There was a total of 
"thirty-nine' students; seventeen were females and twenty-two were males. 
Development of the Statements 
There were one hundred and twenty-two subjects in Group A, Approx-
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imately fifty students were in an introductory psychology class; forty 
students were in a junior level.psychology class, and thirty-two students 
were in a junior level home economics class. These stud.ents were asked 
to write an essay describing both a person who was high iri. class cutting 
behavior and one who was low .in class cutting behavior. .In writing these 
essays, the- s-~ud'ents were asked to conside·r the reasons and feelings 
which they felt were responsible for a person being e:ither a high or a 
low "class-cutter.'.' Each student was given a six page booklet of ordi-
nary writing paper in which the essays were written. The first page of 
these booklets was filled by the instructions which were read to the sub-
jects (see Appendix A-1). 
These students (Group A) were asked to give only their sex· and school 
classification. ·They were assured that only the author of.this paper 
would see their essays. 
After the essays were collected they were subjected to an analysis 
in order to identify the various concepts and ideas which were used to 
describe a high and low 11c lass·-cutter." A large number of phrases and 
statements were obtained, and these were supplemented by the investiga-
t,or. The investigator also interviewed four, persons who were concerned 
wi.th student adjustment (see Appendix C). These interviews were analyzed 
for possible items. 
A total of three hundred and s.eventy--one statements we.re cons true ted 
and typed on three by five index cards. 
These statements were classified independently by four expert judges 
(the judges included three psychology students at the graduate level and 
one professor of psychology) into an·unavoidable situational category 
(such as a flat tire, bad weather, etc.), an attitudinal category, and a 
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redundant and/or inadequate category (see Appendix D). An item was ac-
cepted for·further: consideration only when three of the four judges a-
greed that the item was attitudinal in nature. No item was accepted for 
further analysis unless it was placed in the· attitudinal category. Of the 
total number of items only one item was eliminated for this reason. How.,. 
ever, seventy-nine items were eliminated because they were judged to be 
redundant. This left .a total of two hundred -and ninty-one items . 
. Development of the Favorability Indices 
The.two hundred and ninty-one items concerning absences which were 
used to derive the two favorability indices were compiled into a regular 
test format with a seven and seven sixteenth inch line below each state-
ment which was divided into seven equal segments. The instructions which 
were read to the subjects appeared on the cover sheet of the twenty-seven 
page booklet. Thirty-eight subjects (Group B) were asked to indicate on 
a seven point scale how favorable the statements would be if they were 
used to describe a student (see Appendix A-2). From these data two dif-
ferent favorabi li ty indices for each i tern were computed (see Appendix B). 
One of the favorability indices was obtained by simply sununing the 
number of times an item was placed in each category (each item was given 
the weight of the category into which·it was sorted) and using the median 
as the scale value for the statement. A nomograph for determining the 
median was used to obtain the median value of each statement (Jurgensen, 
1943). It was possible to determine the medians to two decimals by use 
of this nomograph (see Appendix B). The other favorability index for 
each item was determined by using the method of successive intervals to 
arrive at the scale values'. (Edwards, 1957) (see, Appendix B). 
Method Used in Developing the Item Pairs 
for -Form A and Form B 
14 
The experimental forms were constructed by pairing the phrases and 
statements in such a way that each pair of statements was as nearly equal 
as possible in favorableness, plus the additional.requirement that the 
items in each pair had to contain one item that was taken from a descrip-
tion of a low 11class-cutter 11 while the other item was constructed from a 
description of a high 11class-cutter." In constructing item pairs one u-
sually has two indices for each item at the time of item pairing; one is 
the favorability index, the other is the discrimination index. Since 
there was no discrimination index available at the time of the item pair-
ing for this investigation the writer reasoned that in combining items 
it would be possible to maximize the chances for an item pair to reach 
significance if one item was culled from a description of a low "class-
cutter" while the other item was culled from a description of a high 
"class-cutter." In other words, the two extremes (high and low "class-
cutter") were used as the basis for hypotheses about the probable signif-
icance of each item. This approach to forced-choice item pairing is de-
scribed by Ghiselli (1954). One exp,erimental form (Form A) utilized the 
favorability indices arrived at by the method of successive intervals in 
matching the pairs of items (see Table l); the other form (Form B) used 
the favorability indices arrived at by using the median as the scale val-
ues of the_ statements (see Table 2). 
Form A had .a total of seventy-one pairs of items; thirty-three of 
the pairs were favorable while the remaining thirty-eight pairs were un'." 
favorable. 
Form B also had a total of seventy-one pairs of items; thirty-three 
I 
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'FAVORABILITY AND DISCRIMINATION INDICES 
OF THE PA:IRS: OF ITEMS ON FORM A 
·Number Scale t- ·Number of Numb et 
.of Item value value Item Pair of It~m 
57 2,66 1 15 128 2.422 
212 2.69 2.97 268 
87 3.26 1 16 59 2.341 
~00 3.31 2.27 106 
197 5.15 1 17 100 2.111 
85 5.16 2.34 18 
163 3.58 .00 18 200 
151 3.50 .00 136 
140 5.06 1,56 19 173 
. 182 5.06 1.80 212 
68 3.73 .86 20 26 
30 3.74 . 70 250 
173 2.61 5.554 21 105 
78 2.68 5.624 89 
268 :3 .28 4 22 146 3.9\ " 
87 3.26 3.83 76 
85 5.16 1 23 128 2.4\ 
202 5.12 2.27 100 
1 5.00 4 24 212 4.144 
191 5.04 4.06 88 
. 283 5.10 2.812 25 134 
221 5.11 · 2.732 · 37 
231 3.84 .63 26 102 
79 3.84 .78 2 
212 2.69 4 27 96 .5.314 
277 2.66 5.08 234 
181 5.14 1.17 28 9 




3.30 4 6.484 
3.28 6.33 
4.94 1 2.27i 
4.94 2.34 




2.69 4 6.094 
2.69 6.40 
4.65 4 4.694 
4.67 4.76 
4;80 4 3.523 
4.80 3.28 
.3.64 4 4.694 
-3;64 4.69 
3.30 3 3.363 
3.31 3.20 
2.69 4 5.084 
2.66 4.76 









TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Number of Number Scale t- Number of Number Scale t-
Item Pair of Item value value Item Pair of Item value value 
29 15 2.47 4 44 245 2.58 4 5.4\ 4.064 
73 2.46 5.31 5 2,65 3.98 
30 148 2.46 2. 732 45 154 2.65 4 4.304 
211 2.47 . 3 .123 277 2.66 4.22 
31 12 2.49 4 46 43 1.84 4 3.593 4.064 
172 2.50 3.44 233 1.84 3.98 
32 21 2.56 4 47 249 2.42 4 4.374 3.833 
171 2.53 3.98 287 2.40 3.36 
.33 260 2.60 4 48 208 2.45 1.56 3.754 
236 2.59 3.75 211 2.47 1.87 
34 7 2.62 3 49 21 2.56 4 2.583 4.614 
20 2.63 2.34 220 2.53 4.30 
35 38 2,65 4 50 260 2,60 4 5.3\ 5.554 
245 2.64 5.47 7 2.61 5.70 
36 20 2.63 .08 51 255 2.64 4 4.374 
255 2.64 .23 5 2.65 4.30 
37 247 2.65 .08 52 88 2.66 3 3.364 
241 2.65 . 08 141 2,68 3.59 
38 271 1.93 1 53 15 2.47 4 2.422 3.834 
262 1.93 2.66 107 2.46 3.52 
39 249 2.42 4 54 55 2.50 4 4.534 3.594 
118 2.43 4.21 248 2 ,50 3.91 
40 126 2.47 2.271 55 236 2.59 
4 
4.6\ 
15 2.47 2.341 23 2.62 4.61 
41 108 2.50 4 56 57 2.66 
2 
4.614 2.733 
12 2.49 4.61 154 2.65 3.05 
42 254 2.58 1.41 57 9 2.42 1.87 
21 2.56 1.48 121 2.43 1.64 
43 7 2.61 4 58 211 2.47 
4 
5.474 3.984 
23 .2.62 5.39 44 .2 .45 3.91 
TABLE 1 (Continued) 
Number of ·Number Scale t- Number of 
Item Pair of Item v-alue value Item Pair 
5.9 236 2.59 3.123 66 
254 2.58 3. 053 
60 38 2.65 5.164 67 
154 2.65 5,394 
61 224 . -2.43 2,421 68 
249 2.42 2.66 2 
62 209 2.57 3.283 69 
254 2.58 3 .123 
63 57 2.66 2.42 1 70 
123 2.68 2.66 2 
64 12 2.49 2 .27 1 71 
266 2.50 2.191 
65 247 2.65. .2 .27 1 
255 ·2.64 2.341 
1 SignificaQ.t at .05 level of significance. 
2 Significant at .01 level of significance. 
3 Significant at ._005 level of significance, 
4 Significant at . 001. level of significance. 
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Number Scale . t"' 
of .Item value value 
21 2.56 1.41 
265 2.53 1.17 
137 2.43 .47 
9 2.42 .16 
245 2.58 2.421 
20 2.63 2.271 
38 2.65 6,174 
7 2.61 6;254 
15 2.47 3.834 
116 2.47 3,754 
9 2.42 3.834 


















FAVORABILITY AND DISCRIMINATION INDICES 
OF THE PAIRS OF ·ITEMS·ON FORM·B 
Number .scale t·- Number of Number 
of Item value value Item Pair of Item 
286 5.25 6.804 15 24 
146 5.23 6.874 25 
163 5 .·15 . 70 16 146 
75 5.13 .06 . 263 
191 5.93 9.064 17 159 
37 5.94 9.194 200 
114 5.65 1.561 18 100 
26 · 5,64 1,951 264 
268 4.73 s.o84 19 123 
264 4. 74 5.164 251 
259 ·4,91 6.254 20 101 
101 5 . ."oo 6.094 70 
251 4 .. 50 ,16 21 40 
141 4.50 .03 191 
197 6.02 1.56 22 78 
227 6.02 1.41 116 
101 . ~.-00 6.254 23 153 
65 5.00 6.334 169 
17 5.14 3,594 24 191 
163 5.15 3,594 ' 135 
237 ·5.83 1.56 25 116 
200· · 5.83 1.64 123 
117 5.66 3.053 26 146 
26 5.64 2 .812 177 
101 5.00 4,534 27 29 
72 4.91 4.614 268 
78 4.50 3.914 28 244 

































TABLE 2 (Continued) 
·Number of Number Scale t- Number of Number Scale t-
Ttem Pair of Item value value Item Pair of Item value value 
29 81 6.00 2. 732 44 215 2.30 1.33 
181 6.00 2.sol 260 2.32 1.48 
30 116 4.50 5-.o8.4 45 95 3.30 7 .194 · 
141 4.50 5.234 241 3.34 7 .114 
31 152 5.00 2.111 46 249 3.08 1.02 
101 5.00 2.031 288 3.00 1.17 
32 26 5;64 6.644 47 242 1.50 1.48 
93 5.67 6.644 176 1.57 1.41 
33 82 5.81 2.191 48 285 2.75 1.80 
200 5-.83 2 .031 3 2.74 1.80 
34 63 2.39 .16 49 216 2.91 .78 
185 2.39 .oo 113 2.90 .86 
35 175 2.94: .20 50 254 2.30 .70 
39 2.94 .19 215 2.30 .47 
36 12 · 3.83 .08 51 139 3.23 1.02 
211 ,3 :~3 .'02 248 3.21-- 1.17 
37 95 3.30 5.474 52 ·113 · 2.90 .23 
209 3.34 5,394 122 2.91 .08 
38 241 3.34 . l,.56 53 232 2.12 _ 1.56 
• 127 3'.'29 1.64 282 2.11 1.48 
39 35 2.62 .46 54 80 2.39 2.ojl 
49 2.62_ .23 63 2.3-9 2,271 
40 256 1.67 1.64 55 246 3.50 1.33 
261 1.68 1.64 245 3.40 1.41 
41 120 2.11 .70 56 28 2.63 3.363 
232 2.12 .78 49 2.62 3.524 
42 236 4.21 3.984 57 54 2;16 2.191 
60 4.21 3.914 285 2.75 2.341 
43 63 2·,39 .55 58 lp 2.99 .47 
198 2.40 .23 175 2.94 . 70 
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rABLE 2 (Continued) 
. Number of Number·. Seale t-· Numb-er of Number · Scale t-
Item P-ai:r of Ttem v·alue· valu-e ..Item -Pair of Item v,alue value 
59 41 2.62 5.474 66 209 3.34 .08 
49 2.,62 · · 5.554 127 3.29 .16 
60 104 2.89 1.56 ·67 92 2.77 5.624 
113 2.90 1.72 285 2.75 5.864 
61 248 ·3.21 1.56 68 58 2.12 3.o53 
129 3.19 1.17 232 2,12 3.123 
62 175 2.94 .23 69 48 1.98 1.02 
122 2.91 .63 98 l..98 1.17 
63 215 2.30 .86 70 .229 1.98 3.203 
235 · 2.29 . ·.18 130 1.98 3.123 
64 246 3.50 2.501 71 166 1.97 . 70 
255 3.43 2.662 239 .1,98 .55 
! 
65 .246 . 3-.50 2.031 
154 3.43 2:;.191 
1 Significant at ;05 level of significance. 
2 Significant at .01 level of .significance. 
3 Significant at .005 level of sj,gnificance. 
4 Significant at .001 level of significance. 
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of the pairs were favorable while the remaining thirty-eight pairs were 
unfavorable. 
There were twenty-six items which were-used jointly by-Form A and B. 
No item on either form was repeated more than three times during the en-
tire form with the exception of one item which was repeated five times. 
There were no repetitions of any pair within both forms or between the 
forms. 
The pairs of items on Form A were matched in such a way that the 
discrepancies between the favorability indices for each pair were never 
more than nine hundredths of a point (see Table 1) .. The mean of the dis-
crepancies between the favorability indices·for.the seventy-one pairs of 
items on Form A was .02,. whereas the standard deviation was .015. 
The.pairs of items on·Form.B were matched in such a way that the dis-
crepancies between the favorability indices of the item pairs were never 
more than nine hundredths of a point, with the exception of one pair of 
items in which there was a discrepancy of one tenth of a point (see Table 
2). The mean of the discrepancies between the favorability indices for 
the seventy-one pairs of items on·Form B was .02, whereas the standard 
deviat~on was .026. 
The forced-choice format for both Forms A and B contained two state-
ments per block .. only favorable statements appeared together in a block, 
and conversely only unfavorable statements appeared together in a block 
(Bass, 1957; Ghiselli, 1954). Each form had seventy-one pairs of state-
ments; thirty-three were favorable, thirty-eight were unfavorable (see. 
Tables 1 and 2). 
Development of the Item Discrimination Indices 
After the s tat~ments had been. paired. and. arranged in the forced-
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choice format (there were two statements per block and the order of the 
pairs plus the item which appeared first in each pair were determined by 
a table of random numbers) they were given to three hundred and two stu-
dents in five introductory psychology classes, two senior psychology class-
es, one senior business class, and one junior education class. 
These students were asked to indicate which of the two statements 
was most descriptive of themselves when the two statements were positive 
and to pick the one which was still like themselves when the two state-
ments were negative (see Appendix A-4). Approximately half of these sub-
jects took Form A first while the remaining half took Form B first. These 
three hundred and two subjects were randomly assigned to Groups C and D. 
Group C (N=202) was used to develop the discrimination indices while 
Group D (N=lOO) was used as a hold-out group to cross-validate the scor-
ing keys which were developed on Group C. 
The usual procedure in forced-choice construction is to derive dis-
crimination indices for each separate item. Then after the items have 
been arranged in the forced-choice format they are administered to a 
different group of subjects to obtain data for discrimination analysis 
of item pairs. Thus, by pairing items in the forced-choice form and 
running the discrimination analysis on item pairs in the first place the 
writer circumvented the necessity of using two different groups for dis-
crimination analysis. Also due to the peculiarities of sample fluctuation 
the dichotomization of the criterion for both the analysis of single items 
and for the analysis of item pairs might not result in comparable groups. 
For example, the mean number of class cuts for the high criterion group 
used for analysis of single items might be significantly different from 
the mean number of class cuts for the high criterion group used for 
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analysis of item pairs, even though the percentage of high·"class-cutters" 
is the same in each group . 
. The subjects in Groups C and D were assured that theii;.- instructors 
would not see their papers and they were asked to give only their sex and 
classification. Each student in Group C and D was also asked to give a 
self-report on his perceived number of class cuts. Whenever self-reports 
concerning.class .cuts were required, the self-report form was attached by 
means of a staple to the other material which was used at that time. Thus, 
for each individual it was possible to identify both his self-repol;'t ·form 
and any other material which was gathered at that time. -The. instructions 
to the subjects which were read aloud were printed on the self-report 
form (see Appendix A-3) . 
. These self-reports (Group C) were· the basis of determining high and 
low "class-cutters." The self-reports (Group C) were ranked in order by 
the total number of perceived class cuts; the top and bottom 30.5 per cent 
\ 
of this distribution was defined as the high and low criterion groups re-
spectively. It was felt by the writer of this paper that this procedure 
(of using self-reports as the criterion) would give a less contaminated 
and more reliable criterion of the behav~or of class cutting than would 
be obtained by using official class a·bsentee reports. . The reason for 
this decision was that some of the absences which were assessed to a stu~ 
dent might be legitimate, however,. for rea·sons of his own the student may 
not make this fact known to the instructor . 
. Sub-Group 1 C comprised the top·30.5 per cent of the students from 
. Group C who were classified as high· "class-cutters I' while Sub-Group 2 C 
·comprised th7 bottom·.30.5 per cent of the subjects from Group C who were 
classified as low !'class-cutters." The mean number of class cuts for 
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subjects in Sub-Group 1 C was 18.70 while the mean number of class cuts 
for subjects in Sub-Group 2 C was 1.77. 
For both forms the percentage of subjects in the high absence group 
who checked. an item was compared to the percentage of students in the 
low absence group who checked an item to see if the item discriminated 
significantly between the two groups .. The Lawshe-Baker nomograph (1950) 
was used to obtain the_item statistic, Omega, for each item on both forms. 
This statistic was then used to compute the t-values for each item. No 
item was used in the final forms unless it was ·significant at the five 
per cent level of significance or beyond (see Tables 1 and 2). Each 
statement which discriminated significantly at or beyond the five per 
cent level was weighted in accordance with its significance. That is, 
the weight that each item contributed to the total score increased as 
the validity of the item increased. The numerical values n to. 6). used 
to weight the items were arbitrarily chosen (se-e Table 3). The writer 
realizes that the validity of the final scales·may be decreased by use 
of this arbitrary scoring system. However, in conhection with the use 
of item validities for the selection and weighting of items, Thorndike 
states: 
These procedures have probably never been given an adequate 
empirical trial, so that it is not possible to estimate how 
much improvement in validity the more refined procedures 
may be expected to add to rough, intuitive procedures of item 
selection (Thorndike; 1949, .P• 252). 
Item Weights 
In both forms the degree of discrimination was kept as nearly equal 
as possible. This was accomplished by the following procedure. When one 
item pair of a certain validity was placed on the·final form of Form B 
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another item pair which was placed on the final form of Form A was picked 
so that its validity matched as nearly ·as possible the validity of the 
item pair which was placed on Form B .. The result of this procedure is 
described more fully in the next section. 
It was necessary to keep the degree of discrimination as equal as 
possible in order to insure that the two forms were parallel or compara-
ble in this factor. If this point was ignored it would not have been 
possible to partial out the effects of the methods used in obtaining the 
favorabili ty -index. 
Since it was desired to have a high score on the forms identified 
with a high "class-cutter" the items which discriminated in the direction 
of the high "class-cutter" carried relatively large weights while items 
which discriminated in the direction of the low "class-cutter" were as-
signed small weights .. Table 3 presents the arbi~rary scoring system 
which was used t:o develop the scoring keys for both Form A and Form B. 
l'ABLE 3 
_SCORING SYSTEM WHICH WAS USED TO DEVELOP THE 



















Since there was only a total of three items which were significant 
at the .01 level of significance used on each form the writer felt justi-
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fied in combining the .01 and the .005 significance levels .. thus, the 
writer assigned the same arbitrary weight to both of these levels. This 
procedure helped reduce the total possible score on each of the forms 
thereby reducing the computational labor. 
Selection of Item Pairs for the Final Forms 
The number of pairs of items on the·final forms were limited by the 
fact that only seventy-two items reached an adequate significance level 
on Form B, although there were one hundred and ten significant items on 
Form A. Thus, the final form of Form A had thirty-six pairs of items; 
forty-eight items were significant at the .001 level of significance or 
beyond; nine items were significant at the .005 level of significance; 
three items were significant. at the . 01 level of si'gnificance, and twelve 
items were significant at the .05 level ot significance. There was a 
maximum possible score of one hundred and ninety-six and a minimum pos-
sible score of fifty-two (see Tables 2 and 4). 
The final form of Form B haµ thirt:y-six pairs of items; forty-seven 
items were significant at the .001 level-of significance or beyond; ten 
items were significant at the .005 level of significance; three items 
were significant at the .01 level of significance, and twelve items were 
significant.at the .. 05 level of significance. There was a maximum possi-
ble score of one hundred and ninety-four and a minimum possible score of 
forty-eight (see Tables 3 and 5). 
As can be seen, it was possible to match the .forms very closely in 
terms of item discrimination levels. 
To test the hypotheses of the relative transparency of the two final 
forms, thirty-nine subjects (Group·E) were asked to take final forms of 
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both.Forms A and B under directions which instructed them to try to give 
the best possible impression of themselves (see Appendix A-6). In other 
words, they were instructed to try to falsify the forms in such. a way 
that the probability of their being accepted for admittance into college 
would be increased. This group .(Group'E) was also asked to complete the 
forms under "honest" or normal conditions before they tried to falsify 
the forms (see Appendix. A-5). Approximately one-half of the subjects 
.(Group,E) completed Form A first for both conditiotts while the remaining 
subjects were given Form B first for both conditions .. Subjects were as-
" 
signed to these conditions randomly. 
The two forms presented to subjects instructed to take the forms 
honestly and then.to·"beat" the forms were the same as the experimental 
forms except that instructions appropriate for the "beat" conditions 
were substitu,ted when the subjects were required. to. falsify their an-
swers (see Appendix A-6). Also, minor changes were made on the honest 
instructions because of some procedural changes (see Appendix A•S). A 
staple was placed in each booklet so that the subjects could not see the 
instructions for the last half of the booklet until they had com~leted 
the first task and were instructed to proceed with the second. 
Besides the preliminary analysis of the statements on the two forms, 
the reliability and validity o.f each form was determined on a hold-out 
sample. The reliability of each of the forms was obtained by correlating 
.each subject's score on the odd pairs of items with hi.s score on the even 
pairs of Hems .. Then, by use of the Spearman-Brown technique, the step-
ped-up reliabilities of the forms were calculated. The validity coeffi-
cient for each form was obtained by correlating each subject's total·num-
her of perceived class cuts with his total score on each of the·forms. 
TABLE 4 
FINAL .·FORM.ON FORM A EXCEPT THAT THE ITEM NUMBERS 
WERE SUBSTITUTED FOR THE LETTERS A AND B 
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T become disturbed when I do badly on an exam 
and I try twice.as hard on·i:he next one . 
. 85 . I go to class because I have an intense desire 
173 
to learn and to be a better person in my field. 
I find it very difficult to attend class when it 
is raining and cold·outside; the bed looks much 
better than a long walk to class. 
78 I go to class because I gain social approval for 
doing so. 
268 I attend class if I have too many cuts because 
I'm afraid of flunking. 
87 I attend class now a whole lot more regularly 
than I did in high school. 
1 I attend class because the instructor may clar-
ify my misunderstandings. 
191 I make a special effort to attend class for a 
review period. 
212 I usually cut only when special events come up, 
277 When I'm bored with my schedule I find that by 
missing certain classes my life· is· more enjoy..: 
able; 
128 I go to class because I'm very rule conscious 
and fear the consequences of missing class. 
268 I attend class if I have too many cuts because 
I'm afraid of flunking. 
59 I go to class to keep current and to take part 
in .the good discussions. 
106 I like all of my classes ,and attend them regu-
larly. 
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.TABLE 4 (Con~inued) 
· Number of N~mber of 
Item Pair Item Item 
8 100 When I cut class and feel unprepared, I go to a 








18 I attend class because I've always had the need 
173 
to be the best in everything·! attempt. 
I find it very difficult to attend class when'it 
is raining and cold outside; the bed looks much 
better -than a long walk to class. -
212 I usually cut only when special events come up. 
26 If most of the material on the test is from lec-
ture alone I attend class out of necessity. 
250 - If I'm late to a class I will go on rather than 
miss class completely. 
105 I.attend class because I find the instructor's 
advise and encouragement helpfuL 
89 I go to class to obtain lecture notes which I 
use in preparing -·for a test. 
14~ I attend those classes in which I would be graded 
down ·for cutting. 
76 I attend class becaus-e·I'm a dedicated scholar and 
don't wan-t to miss a thing. 
128 I go to class because I'm very rule conscious and 
fear the consequences.of missing class. 
100 When I cut class and feel unprepared, I go _to a 
classmate for help in getting the lesson I missed. 
212 I usually cut only when special events come up. 
88 I attend class now a lot less than I did in high 
school. 
134 When I don't do well on the. fir,~t and second. exam 
.I do_ not•- give· in· but fight that ·much- harder. 




















.TABLE 4 (Continued) 
Item 
I maintain almost.a perfect attendance record. 
To reduce boredom in an easy class I spend little 
time on it--:but I still go to the lecture. 
·. Sometime.s I would· like to go to class but: find 
that I am too lazy to make the effort. 
When each student is reciting in class I cut 
until it is my- turn.· 
I_ go to class for no other reason than I'm just 
in the habit of going .. 
I go to class because I don't like to spend. time 
hunting down someone else to get the day's notes. 
I started to skip one class to prepare for the 
other·and this-soon became an established routine. 
When I have an 8:00 a.m. class and my roolllltlate ... 
doesn't I cut that class more often and sleep too. 
I attend class because of the goodlooking boy or 
gir 1 sit ting next to me. 
I cut my classes and can be classified as a camp-
us playboy or girl. 
I '.m strictly .for myself .and do not care· about 
rules of society--this includes-class attendance. 
I cut class because the.in1;1tructor tries to force 
me to attend. 
To reduce boredom in an easy class I spend little 
time on it;.-but I ··still go to the lecture .• 
:When.an instructor .thinks poorly of me for.any 
r-eas.on I cut"° his'' c las·s frequently. 
I, attend class because I'm Short. on. money and. 
can't afford to· flunk. 
I go. to. class. because I. like· to conform with .the 
¢ajority of students. 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 











23 I cut class right after a test because the next 
one is a long way off. 
245 I attend class because of the goodlooking boy or 
girl sitting next to me. 
5 I cut classes because I do not enjoy them. 
154 I do not cut class because I'm afraid of the in-
structor's wrath. 
277 When I'm bored with my schedule I find that by 
missing certain classes my life is more enjoy-
able. 
43 When I do poorly on the first test after studying 
a great deal I just give up. 
233 I skip classes and can see nothing wrong in it. 
21 I go to class because I don't like to spend time 
hunting down someone else to get the day's notes. 
220 I cut class because I can cram at the last minute 
and make-up for it. 
260 As the class periods increase I cut more and more. 
7 I go to class because I like to conform with the 
majority of students. 
88 I attend class now a lot less than I did in high 
school. 
141 I attend class because to me it is a crutch, a 
helping hand, for I don't read the text very often. 
236 I like class and academic life a lot better than 
the extracurricular activities. 
23 I cut class right after a test because the next 
one is a long way off. 
236 I like class and the academic life a lot better 
than the extracurricular activities. 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 








254 Having cut a class I hate to go back either be-
cause of embarrassment or a surprise pop-quiz. 
38 When I have an 8:00 a,m. class and my roonnnate 
doesn't I cut that class more often and sleep too. 
154 I do not cut class because I'm afraid of the in-
structor's wrath. 
224 I cut. some of my classes more than others. 
249 If my grade is not good in a particular class I 
will cut another to prepare for· it. 
209 I attend class because the group,! run with goes 
to class. 
254 Having cut a class I hate to go back either be-
·cause of embarrassment or ·a surprise pop-quiz •. 
12 I attend class because I'm short on money and 
.can I t afford to flunk. 
266 I cut class when the instructor has a habit of 
relating his personal experiences, 
38 When I have an 8:00a.m. class and my roomnate 
doesn'·t ·I cut that class more often and sleep too. 
7 I go to class because I like to conform with the 
majority of students. 
TABLE 5 
FINAL FORM OF FORM B EXCEPT THAT THE ITEM NUMBERS 
WERE SUBSTITUTED FOR ·.THE 'LETTERS A AND B 
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I have such a drive to achieve that I will attend 
class even though I'm sick, sleepy, tired Qr even 
depressed. 
146 I attend those classes in which .I would be graded 
down for cutting. 
191 
. I 
I make a special effort to attend class for a re-
view period • 
37 I maintain almost a perfect attendance record. 
268 I attend class if I have too many cuts because 
I'm afraid of flunking, 
264 I· attend· class because I feel the instructor 
knows if I'm absent no matter how large the class. 
259 By attending all classes I may impress the instruc-
tor which may result in a higher grade. 
101 I attend class more regularly right before an 
exam. 
101 I attend classmore regularly right before an 
exam. 
65 I cut only one or two times a semester because 
any more will hurt my grade. 
17 I have never cut one class to study for another. 
163 I attend every class because some of what I'm .ex-
pected to know is bound to soak through, 
117 !attend class to straighten out things by asking 
questions. 
26 If most of the material on the test is from .lee~ 
ture alone I attend class out of necessity. 
101 I attend class more re.gularly right bei;or.e .an exam. 
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72 I attend class because I like to be around my 
classmates. 
78 I go to class because I gain social approval for 
doing so. 
251. My cl.ass cutting would cease if the three cuts 
and fai 1 sys tern was enforced, 
146 I attend those classes in which I would be graded 
down for cutting. 
263 I don't go home over weekends very often for it 
interferes with my studies and class attendance. 
100 When I cut class and feel unprepared, I go to a 
classmate for help in getting the lesson I missed. 
264 I attend class because I feel the instructor knows 
if I'm absent no matter how large the class. 
123 I attend class regularly because I don't have to 
worry about dates and the dating situation. 
251 My class cutting would cease if the three cuts 
and fail system was enforced. 
101 I attend class more regularly right before an 
exam. 
70 I attend class because I'm having a rough time in 
school and I fear low grades. 
40 I go to class because it would be a great waste 
not to take advantage of the opportunity. 
191 I make a special effort to attend class for a re-
view period. 
78 I go to class because I gain social approval for 
doing so. 
116 I cut class and I'm not particularly proud of it. 
I' 
191 I make a special effort to attend class for a re·· 
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_ Item Item 
view period. 
135 Even if I know a subject I go in hope that I will 
pi-ck 0something else up. 
116 I cut class and I'm not particularly proud of it. 
123 I attend class regularly because I don't-have to 
worry about dates and the dating situation. 
29 I usually take one or two cuts, well~timed of 
course, during· the semester. 
268 I attend class if I have too many cuts because 
I'm afra.id of flunking. 
244 I go to class because I might gain .a few points 
on the next exam. 
163 I attend:every class because some of what I'm 
expected to know is bound to soak through .. 
81 I attend class because I'm mature enough to take 
the responsibility to get to class. 
181 I think that going to class regularly now will 
help me later as an .employee, 
116 I cut class and I'm not particula~ly proud of it. 
141 I attend class because to me it is a crutch, a 
helping hand, for I don't read the text very often. 
152 When I cut I plan it so I won't miss a quiz, a 
good lecture or a test . 
. 101 I attend class more regularly right before an 
exam .. 
26 If most of the material on the test is from lecture 
alone I attend class out of necessity., 
93 If I am enrolled in a boring course I make a spec-
ial effort to. enjoy it and always ~ppear for lec-
ture. 
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I find lectures interesting and go everytime to 
learn as much as I can. 
200 I enjoy going to class and never feel any embar-
rassment there. 
95 I attend class because I'm a timid student and 
I'm afraid to miss. 
209 I attend class because the group I run with goes 
to clai:fs. 
236 I like class and academic life a lot better than 
the extracurricular activities. 
60 In the spring I find it very easy to cut my after--
noon classes. 
95 I attend class because I'm a timid student and I'm 
afraid to miss. 
241 The main reason I cut class sometimes is because 
I am just too sleepy to get up or too tired to go. 
80 I often cut class and then think of a reasonable 
sounding excuse to give to the instructor. 
63 I sometimes cut my class to have a coke date with 
a particular person. 
28 I cut class because I don't like the atmosphere 
of the classroom itself. 
49 I attend class because everyone else is there and 
I have nothing to do.· 
54 When I can pass without going to class I cut it 
because it leaves more time for other classes. 
285 I attend class because I like to show-off my know-
ledge. 
41 I cut class now even though I know I might be 
sorry for it later on. 
49 I attend. class because everyone else is there and . 
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I have nothing to do. 
I always evaluate how important attendance and 
the lectures are in my various courses to find 
which ones I can cut and still keep a good grade. 
255 Sometimes but ·ve·ry .seld.om ·I cut class to· break 
the boredom of my routine. 
246 I always evaluate how important attendance and 
the lectures are in my various courses to find 
·which ones I -c-an cut -and still keep a good grade. 
154 I do not cut class because I'm afraid of the 
irtstructor's wrath. 
92 I cut ;class when the instrµctor is lecturiri.g 
over an easy topic. 
285 I attend class because I like to show-off my 
knowledge. 
58 I ~lways weigh the situation to decide what I 
want to·do- .. quite often.cl~ss loses. 
232 I cut class often because I have a hobby I'd 
rather work on tqan go to class. 
229 I cut c;lass because others do it. 
130 I didn't intend being a-high class-cutter,' but 
it's like opi~m and I· soon became addicted to 
it. 
III. THE EVALUATION OF THE FORCED-CHOICE INSTRUMENTS 
Cross-Validation of the Instruments 
An instrument is valid for the purpose of predicting a particular 
criterion only to the extent that scores on the instruments are related 
to the criterion. In order to assess the validity of Form A the data 
from the hold-out sample was used for cross-validation. The validity 
coefficient (Pearson r) which was run between each student's total score 
on Form A and the total number of times that he cut his classes was .694; 
the standard error was .051. This value was significant beyond the .01 
level of significance. Likewise, in order to assess the validity of 
Form B the data from the hold-out sample was used for cross-validation. 
The validity coefficient (Pearson r) which was run between each student's 
total score on Form Band the tot~l number of times that he cut his 
classes was .699; the standard error was .050. This value was also 
significant beyond the .01 level of significance. 
One of the purposes of this study was to determine whether or not 
it was possible to construct forced-choice instruments which would meas-
ure attitudes toward absenteeism in a college situation .. The results of 
the above analysis has verified that it was possible to develop such in-
struments with adequate validity. In fact, the obtained validity for the 
two forms was very high for instruments of this type. 
The writer mentioned earlier in this study that the two forms (A and 
B) would have to be matched as equally as possible for item discrimina-
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tions. Thus, a test of the difference between the validity coefficients 
of Form A and Form B was run. This test resulted in at-value of .142 
which was not significant at the .05 level of significance. Because the 
sampling distribution of r contains numerous departures from the normal 
distribution the validity coefficients were transformed into Fisher's Z 
coefficients before this test was made. Since no significant difference 
was found between the two validity coefficients, it may be concluded that 
the matching procedure used resulted in forms which were comparable on 
this factor. 
Both of the forced-choice instruments developed in this study might 
be useful to college counseling services in helping the counselor pick 
out those students who have a tendency to miss a large part of their 
classes thereby reducing their chances for success in a college environ-
ment. However, the college counselor in using these instruments must use 
I 
caution in his interpretations until the forced-choice forms are proven 
to be valid in his own particular setting. Also since both of the forms 
proved to be transparent the counselor should take .this fact into ac-
count when he is interpreting a subject's score for if the subject had 
falsified his response his true score would be much higher. 
Reliability of the Instruments 
The reliability of an instrument refers to the extent to which the 
results of the instrument are verifiable. An ideal measuring instrument 
would give the same results every time it was used .. Some·times, this ide-
al is approached, bu,t, -never completely attained. 
Instead of determining the reliability of the instruments by use of 
the test-retest technique, the split-half·technique was uised to determine 
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the reliability of both forms .. This was accomplished by correlating each 
subject's score on the odd pairs of items with his score on the even 
pairs of items. The stepped-up correlation for each of the forms was 
then computed by the use of the Spearman-Brown technique. The formula 
used for this purpose was Garrett's (1954) formula 79. The reason that 
the test-retest technique was not used is that it would be necessary to 
require the subjects to identify themselves. Since honest responses 
were desired from the subjects the writer felt that the students' re-
sponses might be biased if their identities were not kept anonymous. 
The split-half reliability for Form A was .852, which became .918 
when th~ Spearman-Brown formula was applied. The standard error of the 
stepped--up correlation was . 015. The data from the hold-qut sample were 
used to determine the split-half reliability for Form A.. Likewise, the 
data from the hold-out sample were used to determine the split-half re-
liability for Form B. The split-half reliability for·Form B was .807 
which became .895 when the Spearman-Brown .formu1a was applied. The stand-
ard error of the stepped-up correlation was .019 . 
. The split-half reliability of e~ch form was quite high for instru• 
ments of this type. . Form A had a higher reliability than Form B, how~ 
ever, when a test of this difference was run it was found that the two 
forms did not differ significantly for at-value of .642 was obtained 
between the two correlation coefficients for Form .A :and Form B. . Tlle 
correlation coefficients were transformed to .. Fi.sher I s Z coe-fficients be-
fore this test was made. . The results of this- test shows that the relia-
bility of the.two forms was comparable. That is, one cannot infer from 
the statistical data that one form was more reliable than the other. 
Since the Standard deviation of Form A was slightly less than the 
standard deviation of Form B there might be a small advantage of using 
Form A instead of Form B whenever it is possible. 
Normative Data Developed on Group D 
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Form Group D the mean number of class cuts was 8.46. The standard 
deviation was 7.82. The standard error of the mean was .782 and the 
standard error of the standard deviation was 1.10. 
On Form A the mean score for Group D was 117.08. The standard devi-
ation was 28.48. The standard error of the mean was 2.84 and the stand-
ard error of the standard deviation was 2.02. 
On Form B. the mean score for Group D was 131.12. The standard de-
viation was 30.34. The standard error of the mean was 3.03 and the stand-
ard error of the standard deviation was 2.15. 
At-value of 3.16 was obtained when a test of the difference between 
the mean scores for Group Don Form A and Form B was run. This t-value 
was significant at the .005 level of significance. This difference could 
be due to the fact that it was possible to make a score that was lower 
by six points on Form A than it was on .Form B. Or it may be that the 
students were more willing to choose the statement which discriminated 
in the direction of the high "class-cutter" more often on .Form B than on 
Form A. If this was the case, it would indicate that the two different 
procedures used in developing the favorability indices for the forms 
were responsible for this difference. However, the writer thinks that 
the difference between means was due to the fact that it was possible to 
make a lower score on Form A than on Form B. 
Transparency of the Instruments 
The data used to test the forms for transparency were obtained by 
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requiring each subject in Group·E to complete the forms under supposedly 
honest conditions and then to re-take the forms under dishonest condi-
tions. 
An r of . 064 was obtained for Form A when each subj~ct I s total 
.score on honest conditions was correlated with his total score on dis-
honest conditions; the-SEr was .164. This correlation coefficient was 
non-significant at the .05 level of significance. This very low and 
non-significant r inq.icates that there was no consistent change in the 
··subject' s position .for the two conditions. A t-test run between the 
mean score under dishonest conditions and the mean score for honest 
conditions resulted in at-value of 7.06 which was significant at the 
.001 level of significance. This indicates that the subjects were able 
to change their responses to the statements .. Since the mean for the dis-
honest condition.s was lower than the mean for the honest conditions, the 
writer concluded that students could effectively fake their responses to 
Form A . 
. An r of .320 was obtained from Form B when each subject's total 
score obtained under honest instructions was correlated with his total 
score obtained under dishonest instructions; the SEr was, .164. For 37 
degrees of fr-eedom a correlation coefficient of .317 is required for 
significance at the .05 level of significance. The above correlation 
was just barely significant at. the five. per cent level of significance. 
-Ev'en though a significant relationship was obtaineli it was very low and 
indicates that the change in the subject's position on the two conditions 
was not very consistent. -At-test run between the mean score under dis-
honest conditions and the mean score for honest cohditions resulted in a 
t-value of 6.61 which was significant at the· .ooi level of significance .. 
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This indicates that the subjects were able to change their responses to 
the statements .. Since the mean for the dishonest conditions was lower 
than the mean for the honest conditions, the writer concluded that stu-
dents could effectively fake their responses to Form B. · 
A t-value of 1.08 was obtained when a test of the difference between 
the two correlation coefficients for Fo,rm A and Form H which were obtain-
ed under honest and dishonest conditions was run. This t-value was non-
significant at the .05 level of significance. The correlation coeffi-
cients were transformed into Fisher's Z coefficients before this test 
was run. Since there was no significant difference between the two cor-
relation coefficients for Form A and Form B which were obtained under 
honest and dishonest conditions the writer concluded that both forms 
were comparable in the number and types of positioh changes between hon-
est and dishonest conditions. 
The mean score for Form A under honest instructions (Group'E) was 
110.61; the standard deviation was 32.14 and the range was 63 to 195. 
The mean score on.Form A under dishonest instructions (Group E) was 
72.15; the standard deviation was 9.40 and the range was 58 to 93. 
The mean score on Form B under honest instructions (Group·E) was 
126.56; the standard deviation was 32.97 and the range was 68 to 188. 
The mean score on Form B under dishonest instructions (Group E) was 87.05; 
;the standard deviation was 16.32 and the range was 59 to 117. 
It is interesting to note that not only do the means decrease when 
subjects are instructed to respond dishonestly but ,the standard devia-
tions also drop radically. The difference between the standard devia-
tion obtained under honest conditions and the standard deviation obtain-
ed under dishonest conditions for each form was significant at the .001 
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level of significance. The t-value for Form A was 5.97 and the t-value 
for Form B was 3.98. This indicates that the dishonest instructions 
played a fairly good role in cormnunicating a uniform set. That is, since 
there was much more variation among subjects under honest conditions than 
the variation among the same subjects under dishonest conditions it seems 
reasonable to assume that the large variation obtained under honest con-
ditions reflects "true" variance. When the subjects were instructed to 
score alike on the instruments (dishonest conditions) the "true" vari-
ance was lost. 
Since it was possible to obtain a difference score (honest minus 
dishonest conditions) for each subject a significance test was also run 
on these difference scores. When subjects can be paired off it is possi-
ble to obtain the desired statistics directly from difference between 
pairs. That is, one does not need to know the standard errors of the 
two means or the amount of correlation present for this procedure (the 
difference method) takes these things into account. In this connection 
Guilford states: 
The interpretations and conclusions concerning the mean dif-
ference are the same as usual. This more direct method is 
very strongly recormnended whenever it can conveniently be 
applied (Guilford, 1950, p. 221) . 
. Difference scores (Group E) for Form A were obtained by subtracting 
each subject's total score obtained under dishonest conditions from his 
total score which was obtained under honest conditions. At-value of 
7.817 was obtained from at-test which was run on the difference scores. 
This t-value was significant beyond the .001 level of significance. 
Difference scores (Group E) for Form B were obtained by subtracting 
each subject's total score obtained under dishonest conditions from his 
total score which was obtained under honest conditions. A t•value of 
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8 .283 was obtained. from a t-test which was run on the difference scores. 
_ This t-value was significant. beyond the . 001 level of significance. 
The s.ignificance tests on the difference scores for each form re-
vealed that there was. a very significant difference between the mean 
score for honest conditions and the mean score for dishonest conditions. 
This indicates that the subjects were able to change their responses to 
the statements when ins true ted to do so. . Since the mean for the honest 
conditions was. much higher than the mean for the dishonest conditions 
for ho.th forms, the writer concluded as before, that students could 
effec.tively fake their responses. to Form A and to Form B . 
. Since no correla.tion was found between total s.cores on honest and 
dishonest cond:i tions for ·Form A, . a. t-test · for uncorrelated means gave a 
value .. of. 7. 06 which was still significant at the . 001 level of signifi-
cance . 
. The mean difference score for Form A (Group -E) was 40 .15 and the 
standard deviation was 30. 75. . The me-an difference score for ·Form B 
(Group·:E) was ,40.95 and the standard deviation was 29.83. 
When .difference scores were computed, a total·of six reversals was 
found; three reversals for each form. A reversal was obtained when a 
subject .made .a higher score when.instructed to respond to the statements 
dishones.tly than he made when he was instructed to respond to the state-
ments honestly. However, no subject had a reversal on both Form.A and 
Form B. F.or two of the reversals the discrepancy was very small and prob-
· ably can be. accounted.for.by chance. But, the remaining. four-reversals 
(no reversal was over 17 points) are.very hard to interpretand the writ-
er has no ready. explanat.ion for this behavior unless for some reason the 
students were.not responding to the statements in accordance with the in-
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structitms .. 
An r of .82 was obtained when a correlation was run between the dif-
ference scores on.Form A and Form B .. This was accomplished by pairing 
each individual's difference score on Form A with his difference score 
on Form B .. Also, a t-value of .25·4 was obtained when a t-test (for cor-
related means) was run between the mean difference score on Form A and 
the mean difference score on.Form B. This t-value is not significant at 
the .05 level of significance. This showed that there was no significant 
difference between Form A and Form.Bin the extent to which they could 
be faked. That is, they were both transparent to the same degree. Thus, 
the writer concluded that there was no difference in the transparency 
between the two different forced-choice forms developed in this paper. 
A very high relat,ionship (r=~82} .was obtained when a correlation· 
was run between the difference scores. This finding helps support the 
conclusion in the above paragraph. 
Since both of the forms developed in this study can be faked (a 
finding which is not uncommon, Dunnette, McCartney, Carlson, & Kirchner, 
1962) one should use caution in interpreting the score for any subject 
who is suspected of cheating for his "true" performance score on either 
of the instruments may be much higher . 
. Since both of the.~ forms proved to be equally transparent, in spite 
of the scaling methods used to match the items in favorableness; it seems 
that a rather simple method in arriving at favorability indice$ would be 
adequate. It might be that s-ubjec ts respond to attitude statements on 
more dimensions than just the dimension of favorableness of the items 
when they are asked·to give fake responses. This would indicate that 
items might be less transparent if they were matched on other dimensions 
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than just favorableness. That is, i:f the statements are matched on fa-
vorableness the subjects cannot respond differentially to the statements 
on this dimension but they still may be able to fake their responses by 
responding to other. differences between the statements, such as, the 
practicality or clarity of the statements. A study by-Morrison and 
Maher (1958) helps support this conclusion. They ran a factor analy-
sis on the correlation matrix of twelve appearance indices. (matching ·in-
dices) which resulted in five factors, one of. these being a general fac-
tor (social desirability) which t~ok up sixty -per cent of the total vari-
ance; the rest of the.variance was distributed among the remaining four 
factors. How~ver, it might not be possible to.match the items on all ~-· 
of the five factors (dimensions) finely enough to help prevent trans-
parency. Even if one is lucky,and manages to match items on three di-
mensions there is still some doubt as to whether or, not the subject 
could falsify his respons.es by responding. to the remaining. unmatched di-
mensions. 
It is the writer's opinion that when matching items, transparency 
is built into the pairs.when one item .is picked because it is descriptive 
of a person who is high in some fac.tor whe,reas the other item is chosen 
because it is descriptive of a person who is low in some factor. In 
other words, it may be that statements which .come from a description of 
. I 
a low "class-cutter II may .be -different in the. generi:ll mood set by the word-
ing of the s._tatement,. or ,in .the generality or clarity .of the statement, 
than statements which come_ from descriptions of a. high llcla~s-cutter." , 
Thus, two statements. may·be taken·from a description of a low "class-
cutter" and still be differential in their discrimination, whereas the 
general.mood, etc. of both.statements.may. be approximately the same. 
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The writer thinks that transparency might be reduced if items were match-
ed only on favorability and then tried out empirically to determine 
which pairs of items were valid. However, it might prove more useful 
to develop correction factors to reduce a subject's cheating on all 
types of personality and attitudinal exams, including the forced-choice 
type. 
Since class attendance is related to performance in class (Anikeff, 
1954) and is also probably related to general adjustment to the college 
situation, the forced-choice forms developed in this study might prove 
very useful to college counseling services in the diagnosis and guidance 
of college students. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study which has been reported was concerned with the construc-
tion of two forced-choice instruments (Form A and Form B) measuring at-
titudes toward absenteeism in a college population and the relative de-
gree of transparency between the two forms. 
Each of the instruments was validated (concurrent validity) by ob-
taining self-reports from each subject (Group D) concerning his per-
ceived number of class ·cuts during the previous semester and correlating 
his perceived number of class cuts with his total score on each of the 
forms. 
The reliability of each of the forms was obtained by correlating 
each subject's score on the odd pairs of items with his score on the 
even pairs of items .. Then, by use of the Spearman-Brown technique, the 
stepped-up reliabilities of the forms were calculated . 
. The transparency of the two forms (the favorability indices of one 
form, Form A, were developed by the method of successive intervals, while 
the median was employed to develop the favorability indices fat Form B) 
was determined by requiring each subj 0ec t in Group E to complete the forms 
under supposedly honest conditions and 'then to re-take the forms under 
dishonest conditions . 
. Difference scores for both forms were obtained by subtracting each 
subject's total score under dishonest conditions from his total score 
under honest conditions. 
A significance test was run on the mean difference score for Form A 
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to determine if Form A .could be falsified when subjects were instructed 
to make the best possible. score. . Likewise, a parallel test was run on 
the mean difference score for Form B to determine if it could be falsi-
fied. 
To test the relative transparency between the two forms a signifi-
cance test was run between the mean difference score on·Form-A and the 
mean difference score on Form B. 
Conclusions 
The research demonstrated that it was possible to construct forced-
choice instruments with adequate validity and reliability. The validity 
for·Form A was ,694 and its reliability was .918, whereas the validity 
for .Form B was .699 and its reliability was .895. Both of the above va-
lidity coefficients are significant beyond the .01 level of significance 
whereas it is se 1£-evident that the reliability of .. both forms is very ad-
equate. 
The null hypotheses tested in this study were: 
L There is no significant difference in transparency between the 
two different forced-choice forms developed in this paper.· The favor-
ability indices of one form (Form A) were derived by the scaling method 
of successive intervals, whereas the other form (Form B) employed the 
median to obtain its favorability indices. 
2. There is no. significant difference on ·Form A between subjects 
who are instructed to .answer the form truthfully (honest condition) and 
subjects instructed to falsify the form in such a way that they would 
make the be.st possible score (beat condition). 
3. There is no significant d~fference on·Form B between subjects 
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who are instructed to answer the form truthfully (honest condition) and 
subjects instructed to falsify the form in such a way that they would 
make the best possible score (beat condition). 
Hypothesis number one which stated that there is no significant dif-
ference in transparency between the two forms could not be rejected be-
cause at-test between the mean difference score for-Form A and the mean 
difference score for·Form B was not significant at the .05 level of sig-
nificance. Thus, the writer concluded that the transparency of Form A 
and Form B was approximately equal. This indicates that a rather simple 
scaling procedure is as effective as a rather complex scaling procedure 
in gaining indices of favorability. Thus, considerable time and effort 
may be saved by the use of the simple scaling procedure. 
Hypothesis number two which stated that Form A could not be faked 
was rejected because a t•test on the mean difference score was signifi-
cant beyond the .001 level of significance. Thus, it was concluded that 
Form A could be falsified. 
Hypothesis number three which stated that Form B could not be faked 
was rejected because at-test on the mean difference score was signifi-
cant beyond the .001 level of significance. Thus, it was concluded that 
Form B could be falsified. 
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·INSTRUCTIONS USED IN.OBTAINING'PROJECTED 
ESSAYS CONCERNTNG Cl4SS CUTTING 
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Class cutting like class attendance is not uncommon on a college 
campus. Undoubtedly the reasons for attending and cutting classes are 
very numerous. Very little is known about a student I s reasons and his 
feelings about cutting and attending _his classes. 
You are to write an essay in which you will describe both a person 
who is a high class-cutter and one who-is a_low class-cutter. 
_ In writing. your essay consider the reasons · and feeli.ngs which _you 
think are responsible for a person beimg either a high or a· low class-
cutter.; You may think of your essay -as being titled: "The reasons and 
feelings behind the actions of a high and a low class-cutter." 
Write your essays in this booklet; use the reverse side of the 
booklet only if additional space is needed-. 
I am not interested in .an.acceptable·English theme. What I'm look .. 
ing for are the reasons and feelings which you think are operating to 
cause a person to be either-a high or a low clas-s-cutter. _So if it·hap-
pens that you can't spell a word--go ahead and use it for I am the only 
person who will see your essay and I am not interested in your ability as 
a speller. 
Please write about the high class-cutter first. 
After answering the two questions which appear below begin your 
essay. Do!!£! sign your name . 
. Please Check: . Sex: MI F Class: Fr/ Soph/ Jr/ Sr/ Grad 
Begin your essay with the high class-cutter on the next page: 
.APPENDIX A-2 
I~STRUCTIONS USED IN OBTAINING JUDGMENTS OF 
THE FAVORABLENESS OF THE STATEMENTS 
Please Check: .Sex: M/F Class: Fr/Soph/Jr/Sr/Grad 
Below you will find an ex&mple of a·statement concerning cutting and attending classes. Underneath 
the statement is a line with seven equal divisions. These divisions represent different degrees of desir-
ability or undesirability of the statement as it appears in others, as indicated by the adjectives at the 
top of the line. A judge, like yourself, has made an estimate of the degree of desirability or undesir-
ability of this statement when it is applied to college students by placing anX in one of the divisiofis. 
Example: I truly enjoy school and go to all my classes everyday. 
Undesirable Desirable 
extremely I strongly I moderately I neutral I moderately I strongly I extremely 
I I I I I x I · 
The person who judged this statement believed that it was desirable in other college students and 
indicated the degree of.desirability which he felt it had by placing an! in the appropriate division. 
You will note that this person believed the statement was strongly desirable in other college students. 
Indicate your~ judgments of the desirability or undesirability of the following statements. Please 
remember that you are to judge the statements in terms of whether you consider them desirable. or undesirable 
when applied to college students. Be sure to make one judgment about each statement. This is not a test 
and there are no.right or wrong answer~. Work as quickly as possible. Do not sign your name to this form. Vl-°' 
APPENDIX A-3 
INSTRUCTIONS USED IN OBTAINING SELF-REPORTS OF CLASS CUTTING 
Please Check: .Sex: M/F Class: Fr/Soph/Jr/Sr/Grad 
College students may miss a class for many reasons .. Some reasons are classified as excused or una-
voidable absences. Personal sickness, sickness of relatives, legitimate school functions, etc., are ex-
amples of excused absences. The other type of class absences are usually called "class cutting" by col-
lege students. Any absence which a student could have avoided is usually termed a class cut. 
At the bottom of this page you will find a line of numbers. Would you please indicate the approxi-
mate number of class cuts that you took last semester by circling the appropriate number. Please indi-
cate the·total number of cuts which you took in all of your classes, not just the number of times that 
you cut one particular class. Thus, if a person cut three full days last semester and he had five class-
es per day, he would have accumulated fifteen class cuts. 
Do not sign your name to this sheet--your identity is not required. You will notice that the infer-
mation which is required is about last semester and cannot have any repercussion on your grades. Also 
your present instructor will not see any. of the information which you are asked to give. The information 
will be used solely in the development of my thesis. 
Would you now c.ircle the approximate number of times that you cut your classes last semester. 
0-l-2-3-4-5--6-7-8-9-10-ll-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28-29-30-31-32- or More 
Total Number of Classes Cut Last Semester 
(Do Not Turn Page Until Instructed To Do So.) 
V, 
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.. APPENDIX. A ~4 
INSTRUCTIONS WHICH WERE READ TO SUBJECTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL 
TRYOUTFOR BOTH FORM .A AND FORM.B 
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In this booklet you will find a number of statements about cutting 
and attending classes. You will note that these statements are arranged 
in pairs. Look:at the example below: 
A. Even if I hate a class I go to it anyway. 
B. I go to class because I am proud of myself when I make high 
grades. 
For each pair read both statements carefully. You are to indicate 
which of the two statements is most descriptive of yourself. Circle the 
letter A or Bat the left of the statement which is most descriptive of 
yourself. If it happens that both statements A and Bare descriptive of 
you, choose the one which is most like you. If A and Bare not descrip-
tive of you, you should still choose the statement which is most accurate 
or descriptive of yourself. 
Your choice, in each instance, should be in terms of what is descrip-
tive of yourself at the present time and not in terms of what you think 
you should be like or what you would like to be like. If you find it hard 
to choose between two statements just make the best choice you can. This 
is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. Your choices should 
be a description of yourself. 
You will note that the following pairs of statements in this booklet 
are printed on both sid~s of the pages and that they are similar to the 
example given abov.e. -Please do not skip any pair. Work as quickly as 
possible. Do no~ sign your name to this form. 
You may begin~ 
. APPENDIX A-5 
INSTRUCTIONS WHICH WERE READ TO,SUBJECTS·UNDER HONEST 
; CONDITIONS FOR · BOTJI FORM A AND · FORM B 
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In this booklet you will find a number of statements about cutting 
and attending classes ... You will note that these statements are arranged 
in pairs. Look at the example below: 
A .. Even if I hate a class I go to it anyway. 
B. ,. I go to class because I am proud of myself when I make high 
grades. 
For each pair read both statements carefully. You are to indicate 
·which of the two statements is most descriptive of yourself. Circle the 
letter A or Bat the left of the statement which is most descriptive of 
_yourself. If it happens that both stateme-nt;s A and Bare descriptive of 
you, choose the one which is most like you. If-A and Bare not descrip"". 
tive of, you, you .should still choose the statement which is most accu;- · 
r.a:te or ·de:scrip:tiv.e xif. y..our:sel:f. 
Your choice, in each instance, should be in terms of what is descrip-
tive of yourself at the present time and not in terms of what you think 
you should be like or what you would like to be like. If you find it 
hard to choose between·two statements just make the best choice you can. 
This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers. Your choices 
should be a description of yourself. 
You will note that the following pairs of statements in this booklet 
are printed on both sides .of the pages and that they are similar to the 
example given above. -Please do not skip any pair. Work as quickly as 
possible. Do not sign your name to this form--your identity is not re-
quired. When you complete page nine stop and wait for further instructions. 
You may begin: 
APPENDIX A-6 
INSTRUCTIONS WHICH WERE READ TO,SUBJECTS UNDER 
BEAT. CONDITIONS FOR .BOTH FORM A AND FORM B 
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You·will notice that the statements in the·last half of this booklet 
are an exact duplication of the ones which you have just completed. How-
ever, in this next section you are to respond to the statements different-
ly. 
From each pair you .are to pick the~ statement which you feel 
would help you~ in .obtaining entrance into college. Indicate the one 
statement from. each pair which you pick by circling the letter A or B at 
the left of the statement, 
Assume tb,at you .are a high school senior and your chances for en-
trance into ,college may d.epend upon how you score on this questionnaire. 
Since you are trying to·make the best impression that you can your 
choices may not necessarily be descriptive of yourself. Try to make the 
best possible score • 
. Read each statement carefully. Work as quickly·as possible. Please 
do not skip,any pair. 




ITEMS FOR WHICH FAVORABILITY 
: INDICES WER,E COMPUTED 
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Favorability indices were computed for all the items in Appendix B. 
The first number following the item number is the favorability index for 
that item which was developed by the median method. The s.econd number 
following the item number is the favorability index for that item which 
was developed by the method of successive intervals. The favorability 
indices for five items were not computed because more than fifty per 
cent of the judgments were placed in the. first interval. The median · 
values for these items were-obtained by ,interpolation. 
1. 5.91 5.00 I attend class because the instructor may clarify my 
m;i.sunderstandings. 
2. 5.70 4.71 I enjoy my studies and attending classes·even though 
they are hard. 
3. 2.74 2.21. I cut my.Saturday class quite often in order to go home. 
4. 5.76 4 .. 80 I .go to class because I like to take my own notes a!nd 
hate to use someone else's. 
5. 2.50 2.65 I cut classes becaus.e I do not enjoy them. 
6. 5.44 3.79 I attend class regularly because it helps me.to make a 
habit of the academic routine. 
7. 3.39 2.62 I go to class because l like to conform with the major-
ity a,t students. 
8. 2.43 2.76 I cut class when we,are just going over the last test. 
9. 2 .. 50 2.42 I cut class innnediately before an exam period in order 
to cram a bit-more. 
10. 1.89 1.99 I cut class because it,helps to satisfy my need to rebel. 
11. 1.15 I cut class and don't care very much whether I flunk or 
pass the course. 
12 •. 3,~83 2.49 I attend. class because I.'m short on money and can't 
afford to flunk. 
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13. 2.26 2.53 I cut class often because I feel inferior to the other 
students. 
14. 1.45 I'm proud of the fact that I .don't go to class. 
15. 3.90 2.47 To reduce boredom in an easy class I spend little time 
on it--but I still go to the lecture. 
16. 2.99 2.37 When I cut class I never talk to the instructor about 
it. 
17. 5 .14 3.58 T have never cut one class to study for another. 
18. 5.50 3.37 I attend class because I've always had the need to be 
the best in everything I attempt. 
19. 1. 93 2. 06 When I've cut so much that I'm behind I find myse 1f 
cutting .even more. 
20. 2.33 2.63 I often cut my night class just because it's held at 
that hour. 
21. 3. 99 2. 56 I go to class because I don't like to spend time hunt-
ing down someo.ne else to get the day's notes. 
22. 2.00 2.16 When I can never get a good grade out of a course be-
cause of the instructor,-! cut class. 
23. 2.32 2.62 I cut class right after a test because the next one is 
a long way off. 
24. 6.21 5.41 I go to class because I .have a high degree of consider-
ation for myself, my family, my university and my future. 
25. 6.16 5.35 · I am here to learn and the.best way to do that is to 
take advantage of every minute of instruction I can get. 
26. 5.64 4.65 If most of the material on the test is from lecture a-
lone I attend class out of necessity. 
27. 1.93 2,06 I cut often because I don't know what I want to major 
in yet. 
28. 2. 63 2. 15 I ctit class because I donJt like the: atmosphere of the 
classroom itself . 
. 29. 4.65 3.22 I usually take one or two cuts, well-timed of course, 
during the semester. 
30. 5.36 3.74 I.come from a fa~ily whe,re the importance of attending 
classes was pointed out to me. 
31. 4.89 3.39 I go to class because 1 may get extra points for class 
participation. 
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32. 2. 70 2 .18 If I miss a scheduled exam because of class cutting I. 
can most .. always take the make -up. 
33. 5.67 4.69 I go to class whether it is either interesting or bor-
ing. 
~4. 2.64 2 .15 I sometimes cut class for ·fear of beii;ig called on to 
participate in the discussion when I don't know the 
material. 
35. 2.62 2. 09 I'm interested in some sport and I cut class sometimes 
to play it. 
36. 5.50 3.84 I feel guilty iLI do. not ·.go to class.·. 
37. 5,94 5.74 I maintain almost a perfect attendance record. 
38. 2 .34 2. 65 When I have an 8: 00 a.m. class. and my roommate doesn't 
I cut that class more often and sleep too. 
39. 2.94 2.33 I cut class because the instructot can't explain things 
. very well' and this irritates me. 
40. 5.92 5.04 I go ·to class because it would be a great waste. not to 
take advantage of the opportunity. 
41. 2.62 2.15 I cut class now even though I know I might be sorry for 
it later on. 
42. 2.79 2.25 I cut class because the instructor makes me feel stupid. 
43. 1. 77 1.84 .. When I do poorly on the first test after studying a 
great deal I just give up. 
44. 2.20 2c45 After a test·in a course I will cbt that class b~cause 
I deserve a ~acation. 
45. 5.96 5.07 When I do well on the exams I stay in class to keep my 
grade at a high level. 
46. 2.62 2.15 I cut class bec~use I truly enjoy the variety of college 
life and the many different events which happen each day. 
47. 1.45 I'm a lazy person who'd rather sponge notes off my 
friends than to go t6:class. 
48. 1.98 2.13 I don't think I'm losing any money by just cutting 
class. 
49. 2.62 2.15 I attend class because everyone else is there and I 
have nothing to do. 
50. 6.28 5.51 I attend class not because I have to but because I want 
to learn. 
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51. 2.83 2.27 I cut my classes and feel that it has no effect on the 
other students. 
52. 1. 90 2. 09 When I don't do well on one or two exams I start cutting 
my class.· 
53. 1.96 2; 09 I cut class because no ~ne is around to make me go. 
54. 2.76 2.22 When I can pass without going. to class L cut it because 
it leaves more time for other classes. 
55. 2.23 2.50 I try_ to get a seat near the rear of the room so my 
absences won't be noticed. 
56. 5 .57 4.-56 I attend class regularly when the instructor says that 
you have to be there to pass. 
57. 2.35 2.66 I cut clas'S becau-s-e I'm afraid the instructor may ask 
me to recite. 
58. 2,12 2.33 _]: always weigh the situation to dec-ide what I want to 
do--quite often class loses. 
59. 5.86 4.94 I go to class to keep current and to take part in the 
good discussions. 
60. 4.21 2.60 ln the spring I find it very easy to cut my afternoon 
classes. 
61. 2.65 2~14 Sometimes I over estimate my .i1:1telligence; cut my class-
es and do poorly. 
62. 1. 71 1. 73 I simply don't care about attending class. 
63. 2,.39 2. 72 I sometimes cut my class to have a coke date with a 
particular person. 
64. 1.92 2.06 I cut class because I'm flunking and I'm embarrassed 
about it. 
65. 5.00 .3"47 I cut only one or two times a semester because any more 
will hurt my grade. 
66. 5.76 4.80 I attend class because I'm highly motivated and have a 
high level of aspiration. 
67, 2.06 2.23 I cut many classes because I like to think of myself as 
being a radical. 
68. 5.37 3.73 I attend class because I have to come to keep up with 
the course. 
69. 1..91 2. 01 I cut class because it is not worth the tii;ne for the 
1i ttle knowtedge that can be obtained. 
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70. 5.03 3.50 I attend class because I'm having a r.ough:time in school 
and I fear low grades. 
71. 1.90 2.01 I cut a:.lot because I have no aim as yet and I'm in 
. school just for something to do. 
72,, 4.91 3.41 I attend class because I like to be around my class-
mates. 
73. 2.22 2.46 Sometimes I would like to go to class but find that I 
am too lazy to make·the effort. 
74. 2.24 2.50 I .often cut required courses whi.ch are not part of my 
major ·because I see no s.ense in wasting valuable time 
and effort. 
75. 5.13 3.56 If I missed a class I might mi'ss an exam and I hate to 
take make-ups. 
76. 5.28 3.66 I attend class because .I'm a dedicated scholar and don't 
want to miss a thing. 
77. 5.85 4.94 Grades have no bearing on my attendance--ri.o matter what 
I make I still attend class. 
78. 4.50 2.68 I go to class because I g·ain social approval for doing 
so. 
79. 5.50 3.84 .I go to class because attendance may mean a difference 
in my grade average. 
80. 2 .. 39 2; 73 I -often. cut class and then. think of a reasonable sound-
ing excuse to give to the· instructor. 
81. 6.00 5.12 I.attend class because I'm mature enough to take the 
r~sponsibility to get to class. 
82. 5.81 4.88 I find lectures interesting and go everytime to learn 
as .much as I can. 
83. 2.50 2.88 I cut my classes as long as·1 1m not missed. 
84. 2.20 2.45 When I'm not docked points for cutting, I won't attend 
class. 
85. 5.97 5.16 I go to class because I have an intense desire to learn 
and to be a better person in my field. 
86. 2.83 2.27 In general I cut those classes which are not too impor-
tant. 
87. 5.06 · 3.26· I attend class now a whole lot more regularly than I 
did in high school. 
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88~ 2.37 2.66 I attend class now a lot less than I did in high school. 
&9. 5.76 4.-80 I go to class to obtain lecture notes which I use in 
.. , preparing · for a ·test. 
90. 5.56 4.55 I never take a second thought about going to class--! 
feel it is required so I go. 
91. 2.61 2,15 I make no effort to schedule professional appointments 
(dentist, etc.) during my off class hours. 
92. 2.77 2.24 I cut class when the instructor is lecturing over an 
easy topic,· 
93. 5.67 4.68 If I am enrolled in a boring course I make a special 
effort to enjoy it and always appear for lecture. 
94. 5.66 4.67 I very seldom, if ever, cut Friday afternoon classes 
j~st to get hom~ early. 
95. 3.30 2.57 I attend class because I'm a timid student and I'm a .. 
fr.aid to miss. 
96. 6.09 5.25 I balance my time wisely so that I can attend class 
and take part in other activities too. 
97. 2.20 2.45 I cut a lot.of classes whe.n·:r. have big.:emotiona.1 trou-
bles like breaking up with my sweetheart. 
98. 1. 98 2 .13. Often I cut class to spend the extra time talking with 
the gang. 
99. 2.09 2.29 I cut class becaus.e when I left home the feeling of 
freedom was too much for me to cope with. 
100. 4.75 3.31 W:he,n I cut class and feel. unprepared, I go to a class-
mate for help in·getting the lesson I mis$ed. 
101. 5. 00 3.47 . I attend cl;ass more regularly right before an exam. 
102. 5.68. 4.7_1 I go to class because the instructor is very interest-
ing. 
103. 1. 71 L 76 I don't like to attend class and often I influence 
others to cut also. 
104. 2.89 2.30 I cut class because I don't like the attitude of the 
instructor toward the class. 
105. 5.76 4.80 I attend class because I -find the instructor's advice 
and· encourag·ement helpful. 
.106. 5 .. 86 4.94 I like all of. my classes ,and.attend them regularly~ 
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107. 2.22 2.46 When l do poorly in class and know nothing :about the 
assig~ents, I cut class to keep from being embarrassed. 
108. 2.24 2.50 When an instructor thinks poorly of me for any reason 
-I .cut his clas·s frequently. 
109. 2.02 2.19 When I have -a bad attitude toward a class I cut it in-
stead of trying to overcome the difficulty. 
110. 2.14 2.36 I cut class because I feel that attending won't be very 
important on my grade. 
111. 1.56 1.48 I cut class and I don.'t think I'm hurting my parents 
because they are pretty well off. 
112. 1.92 2.04 I cut class if we are going to just review for -a test. 
113. 2.90 2.12 I know that-my parents would threaten me if I did riot 
attend classes. 
· 114. 5.65 4.,65 I used to cut a lot but due to the .good influences of 
my friends I now -attend class regularly. 
115. 2.07 __ 2.27 I cut class.because I feel rejected by my classmates 
an~ my instructor. 
·11'6. 4.50 2·.47 I cut class and .. L'm not. particularly proud of it. 
117. 5-',66 4.57 I attend class to straighten out things by asking 
questions. 
·118. 2~19 2,43 I cut class because I hav_e trouble making myself go. 
119. 2. 41 2. 75 I cut cl.ass because I'm afraid of being wrong when I 
d()_something in class. 
120. 2.11 2.33 I cut class to conceal my ignorance of the subject. 
121. 2,19 2.43. When I can get a friend to answer or sign in for me in 
a large section where the t~acher is not familiar with 
everyone -I wi 11 do it. 
122. 2.91 2.32 I cut.my class often ·because I find it hard to work and 
,go to clas~·too, 
123. 4.50 2.68 I attend class regularly because I don't have to worry 
about·dates and :the:dating situation. 
1_24. 5.80 4,86 I go to class because I am proud of myself when I make 
high grades . 
125. 2.41 2.75 I cut class a lotwhe.nI feel beaten down.at every turn. 
126. 2.23 2.47 I_ c_ut -c_lass becaus,~. the instruct.or tries to for.ce .me to 
attend~ 
127. 3.29 2.55 I take part in school sports, some but not all of my 
cuts are legitimate.· 
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128. 4.76. 3.30 I go to class because I'm very rule conscious and fear 
the consequences of missing class. 
129 .. 3.19 2.50 I cut class when little etfort is .made on the instructor's 
part to present i~teresti.ng lectures. 
130. 1.98. 2.13 I didn't intend being a high class--cutter, but it's like 
opium and I soon became addi.c ted to it. 
131. 4.90 3.40 I attend class regularly because my parents want me to. 
132. 1.83 1. 91 Whtin I'm flunking I cut class even more--might as well 
make it as easy on myself as I can. 
133. 2.45 2.79 I cut class because the instructor does not give ample 
opportunity to ask pertinent questions. 
134. 6.42 5.72 When I don't do well on the first and second exam I do 
not give in but fight that much harder. 
135. 5.92 5.03 Even if I know a subject I go in hope that I will pick 
something else up. 
136. 5.85 4.91 In some of my classes it is hard for me to cut because 
one cut will cause me to fall behind. 
137. 2.20 2.43 I cut classes often because I have a lot of social pres-
sure put onme by various organizations. 
138. 2.07 2.24 I cut class quite often because I do not enjoy being in 
school. 
139. 3.23 2.52 When the instructor is teaching way below my level I'm 
· likely to cut class. 
140. 5.95 5.06 I attend class because the lecture makes my studying 
easier. 
141. 4. 50 2. 68 I attend class because to me it is a crutch, a helping 
hand, for I don't read the text very often. 
142. 2.17 2.40 I cut class because I'm not prepared' due .. to poor study 
habits. 
143. 2 .09 2.29 .I cut classes often when I become confused about things .. 
144. 1.80 1.87 When I have a "steady" I cut lots of classes. 
145. 2.45 2 .. 79 I cut class because I'd rather be out in the sunshine 
than inside a classroom. 
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146. 5.23 3.64 I attend those classes in which I would be graded down 
for cutting. 
147. 2 .13 2.33 I cut class because when I do poorly I feel guilty and 
·the classroom reminds me of it. 
148. 2.25 2.46 When each student is reciting in class I cut until it 
is my turn. 
149. 2.83 2.27 I usually attend the classes in which there might be a 
pop .. quiz and cut the ones .in which a quiz is very un~ 
· likely. 
150. 2.71 2.20 If I'm deeply bothered by personal problems I am like-
ly to .. cut·class. 
151. 5.04 3.50 I attend class even when I have a headache. 
152. 5.00 3.47 When I cut I plan it so I won't miss a quiz, a good 
lecture or a test. 
153. 6.06 5.21 I go to class because I'm genuinely interested in an 
education and a diploma. 
154. 3.43 2,65 I do not cut class because I'm afraid of the instruc-
tor's wrath. 
155 . .5L43 3,.79 I find class pleasant because I agree with most of the 
things the professor does. 
156. 5 .8_0 4_.86 I find .time to attend class even though I'm a leader in 
more.· than one organization. 
157. 2.20 2.45 If something comes up .1 usually do it in preference to 
going to class. 
158. 1.96 2. l.6 I cut classes to go to the Union -to be ·around persons 
of the opposite sex. · 
159. 5.82 4.88 I go to class because I hate to I!liSS out on anything 
that is said in class discus's ion. 
160. 5.61 4.60 I attend class because I'm well adjusted to college. 
161. 2 . .11 2.33. I need no persuasion to cut class. 
162. 2.40 2.73 I cut class because it's not challenging. 
163. 5.15 3.58 I attend .every class because some of what I'm expected 
to know is bound to soak through. 
164. 2.05 2.23 .I miss-class even though.my grades reflect-my frequent 
class cutting. 
--
165. 2. 07 2. 23 Sometimes I cut class because I dislike the locatio·n of 
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the meeting place. 
166. 1.97 2.11 I cut class because I'm going to flunk whether I go to 
class or not. 
167. 1.45 Attending class is the farthest thing from my mind. 
168. 1. 71 1. 73 I cut class a lot but I 1m not particularly concerned a-
bout it. 
169. 6.06 5.21 I attend class regularly because I realize that my grades 
will influence my future very much. 
170. 5.76 4.80 Even if I hate a class I go to it anyway. 
171. 2.26 2.53 -· I started to skip one class to prepare for the other 
- and this soon became an established routine. 
172. 2.25 2.50 I cut my afternoon classes the most because of the many 
interesting things that can be done during these hours. 
173. 2.38 2.69 I find it very difficult to attend class when it is rain-
ing and cold outside; the bed looks much better-than a 
long walk· to class. 
174. 1.80 1.87 I cut classes because .I'm here just for the prestige of 
being enrolled in college. 
175. 2.94 2.33 I cut class when an instructor tries to impress on the 
class that we can never attain his level of knowledge. 
176. 1.57 1.55 I like to party, play ~ards, etc., on school nights and 
cut classes the next day. 
177. 5.27 3.67 I attend class because I like the instructor personally. 
178. 1.92 2.04 I cut class because I'm here just to obtai,n a spouse. 
179. 5.78 · 4.84 I attend class regularly arid never let the pressure of 
college life get me do~n. 
180. 2.56 2.11 I cut class because when I usually attend I'm bored in-
to a trance-like state. 
181. 6. 00 5 .14 I think that going to class regularly now will help me 
later as an employee. 
182. 5.95 5.06 I attend class to maximize my ability to obtain a good 
grade and to get· my money's worth out of the class. 
i 
183. 2.50 2.88 I usually cut Saturday classes because psychologically 
I find them boring for I know everyone else is asleep 
. or doing something else. 
184. 2.07 2.24 I cut class a lot because I'm just not in the mood. 
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185. 2.39 2.72 I cut class frequently so I won't mis.s a ride home on 
Friday aftern.oons . 
186. 5.88 4.96 I attend class because it is a valuable supplement to 
the reading material. 
187. 1.93 2.07 I have good intentions of going to class, but all I have 
to do is walk through the Union, see a friend and I stay 
in the Union for the next hour. 
188. 1.96 2.10 I'm slower in learning than the rest of my class and I 
cut -class a lot to keep from being embarrassed. 
189. 2.15 2.36 When I'm doing poorly in one course I cut it and con-
centrate on my other studies. 
190. 1. 90 2. 01 When I have problems in class I solve them by running 
away~-I cut the class. 
191. 5. 93 5 ;o'4 I make a special effort to attend class for a review 
period. 
192. 2.50 2.88 I cut class right after a test because nothing really 
important is given s.o soon after a test. 
193. 1.72 1.74 I don't go to class to get back at my parents. 
194. 2.59 2.18 I cut class because the instructor lectures only out of 
the book. 
195. 2. 06 2. 26 I cut class to show friends that I'm a "good guy" and 
don't mind. cutting class every now_and then. 
196. 2.00 2.17 I cut class a lot because I'm afraid. of my classmates. 
197. 6.02 5.15 I become disturbed when I do badly on an exam and I 
· try twice as hard on the next one. 
198. 2.40 2.73 I cut a class more often if I feel I was forced to take 
it. 
199. 5.60 4.59 I seldom cut class just for the heck of it. 
200. 5.83 4.9.0 I enjoy going to class and never feel any embarrassment 
there. 
201. 2.19 2.43 I cu.t class because too much.presst1re is exerted on me 
to make good grades. 
202. 6.00 5.12 · I attend class because I know that obligations _and re-
sponsibilities·must be met even if they are unpleasant. 
203. L94 .2.09 .I cut as many classes as I can--all I want is a diploma 
and· a ·good job. . 
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204. 1.93 2.06 I start cutting my classes well before the first exams. 
205. 2.50 · 2.88 I cut.class because the lecture is improperly presented. 
206. 2.58 2.12 I frequently cut ·film sessions, lectures in the Univer-
sity Auditorium, etc., because I can get away with it. 
207. 2.06 2.24 I cut class to avoid some person. 
208. 2.20 2.45 I like to depend on other people to encourage me to 
. attend class. 
209. 3.34 2.57 I attend class because the group I run with goes to 
class. 
210. 2 .06 2.23 I cut class .because I got in with the wrong crowd. 
211. 3.83 2.47 I go to.class for no other reason than I'm just in the 
habit of going. 
212. 3.50 2.69 I usually cut only when special events come up. 
213. 2.64 2.15 I cut class because the instructor rarely if ever checks 
roll. 
214 .. 1.91 2.01 I think my class cutting behavior seems to be growing 
worse. 
215. 2.30 2.58 I c.ouldslip into the class-cutting habit very eas.ily. 
216. 2.91 2.32 I cut class because I know the material so well that I 
could just about teach it. 
217. 2.73 2.21 I cut class because I don't like the instructor's method 
of presentation (he speaks in a monotone,, talks too fast, 
too slow, etc.). 
218. 2.44 2.78 I usually attend class only on test days and I'm usual-
ly prepared; 
219. 5.79 4.84 .Since my parents are sending me to school I go to class 
because I want to show them my gratitude by succeeding 
in. college. 
220. 2.25 2.53 I cut class because I can cram at the last minute and 
make· up for it. 
221. 6.00 5.11 I gq. to class not only for a grade but because I'm in-
terested in learning the subject. 
222. 2 .07 2.24 When my friends cut class I cut mine in order to be 
! 
one of them. 
223, 5. 77 4.80 I go to class because the instructor is so specific 
about things that I need to be there, 
224. 3.64 .2.43 I cut some of my classes more than others. 
225. 5.44 3.79 I go to class to keep from making a lower grade. 
226. 2.24 2.50 I cut class because I don't get anything from going. 
227. 6.02. 5.15 I go to class because when I learn it makes me feel 
good and I . want to learn more .. 
228. 2 .. 00 2. 16 . 1 .Cl.lt my classes when I feel like it even though my 
· ··parents -are paying good money for my education. 
229. 1.98 2.13 
230. 2. 03 2.20 
231. 5.50 3.84 
232 .. 2 .12 2.33 
233. 1.78 1.84 
I cut clas,s because others do it. 
I cut class'because I have an apathetic1attitude to-
wa.rd Eic:hool and class.work ingeheraL · 
I go· to c l'ass because each time I at.tend I feel good 
about it; ' 
I cut class often because I have a hobby I'd rather 
work on than go to class. 
I skip classes and can see nothing wroilg in .it. 
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234. 6.07 5.21 I am in a major that'! sincer~ly enjoy and like going 
. to classes. 
235. 2.29 2·.56 
236. 4.21 2.59 
237. 5.83 4 •. 90 
,238,. 2.08 ·2 .29 
2 .13 
I cut clas:ses a 1ot at the beginning' of the seme·ster 
· because ;the .class is' 'moving'. -s1~wly and .nothing. very 
importan1=, is being said. 
. • . j 
I like class and academic' life' a lot better than, the 
extracurricular activities. 
I attend class for I know that just having•fun .or be-
ing Jazy will not help me· ib. later .l:i.,fe. 
I cut clas~ -because my girl ~r boy · friend has an open 
period when I.·have class. 
I cut .class because I feel that l 11ll sul?er.ior to the 
other•.students and don't ne~d.to attend.· 
240. 2.44 2.78 -Each tj.me I cut a class it's·hardbr to go to it the 
next time. 
241. 2 .. 34 2.65 The m,in reason I cut class sometime is because I am 
just too sleepy to get up or too tired to go. 
. 242. 1.50 I am just plain lazy and don't care whether .I go to 
class or not. 
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243. 1.64 1.64 I go to class just enough to stay in college so I can 
have an interesting party life. 
244. 5.17 3.58 I go to class because I might gain a few points on the 
next exam. 
I attend class 
I 
245. 3.40 2.64 because of the goodlooking boy or girl 
sitting next to me. 
246. 3.50 2.69 I always evaluate how important attendance and the lec-
ture is in my various courses to find which ones I can 
cut and stiV keep a good grade. 
247. 2.34 · 2.65 I cut class occasionally due to the attraction of the 
lake. 
248. 3.21 2.50 I attend class because the fraternity or sorority gives 
demerits for cutting. 
249. 3.08 2.42 If my grade is not good in a particular class I will 
cut another to prepare for it. 
250. 5.66 4.67 If I'm late to a class !·will go on rather than miss 
class completely. 
251. 4.50 2.68 My class cutting would cease if the three cuts and fail 
system was etiforced. 
252. 2.09 2.29 If I'm doing something interesting when classtime rolls 
around I often say- 11 to hell with the class. II 
j •.. 
253. 2.50 2.88 I cut one of my classes many times but attend all of 
the others. 
254. 2.30 2.58 Having cut a class I hate to go back either because of 
embarrassment or a surprise pop-quiz. 
255. 3.43 2.64 Sometimes but very seldom I cut class to break the bore-
dom of my routing. 
256. 1.67 1.68 I chase around all night enjoying campus activities and 
find myself too sleepy to attend class. 
257. 1.95 2.09 I cut class because I'm bored by sitting in class and 
I can better spend my time in the Union or sleeping. 
258. 2.81 2.26 Right before a holiday I get into the spirit of things 
and find it hard to attend classes. 
259. 4.91 3.41 By attending all classes I may impress the instructor 
which may result in a higher grade. 
260. 2.32 2.61 As the class periods increase I cut more and more. 
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261. 1.68 1.68 I cut class just because I think it's "smart". 
26-2. 1'.85 1. 93 I'm strictly for -myself and do not care about rules of 
society--this includes class attendance. 
263. 5,28 .3.66 I don't go home over weekends ·very often for it inter-
feres with my studies and class attendance. 
264. 4.74 ·3.31 I attend class because I feel the instructor knows if 
I'm absent no matter how large the class. 
265. 2;26. 2.53 I cut class when I feel my personal appearance isn't 
good. 
266 . . 2.77 2.50 I cut class when the instructor has a habit of relating 
his personal experiences. 
267. 3.10 2.44 _ Most of my classes are interesting but I do cut certain 
ones frequently. 
268. 4.73 3.28 I attend class if I have too many cuts because I'm a-
fraid of flunking. 
269. 5.50 3.84 I will cut one class to study for a test in another 
only if I can afford to miss that class. 
270. 2.65 2.16 I often cut a class which comes either just before or 
after a period of hours in which I have no classes. 
271. 1.83 1.93 I cut my classes and can be classified as a campus play-
boy or girl. 
272. 2.17 2.40 I cut class when I'm not interested in attending because 
I wouldn.' t lear.n anything even if I did go .. 
273. 2.23 2.47 I cut class because I'm. afraid the instructor will em-
barrass me if I can't completely and accurately answer 
his .questions. 
274. 2.04 2.22 I cut class right after a test because I'm afraid to 
face up t.o what I made. 
275. 2.50 2.88 When an instructor says, "I don't care whether yo1.1 come 
to class or not", I cut. 
276. 1. 95 2. 01 In high school my parents were responsible for my attend-
ance, now that they are not here I cut class because I 
lack the necessary responsibility. 
277. 2.35 2.66 When I'm bored with my schedule I find that by missing 
certain clas·ses my life is more enjoyable. 
. . . 
_278. 5.55 4.53 I attend class because r"want to be someone.-
-·.:..,,. .. · 
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279. 2.07 2.27 I make it a point to be in some activity that will take 
me out of my classes a lot. 
280. 2.05 2.17 I cut class and I'm not ashamed of it--I let my friends 
know when I'm cutting. 
281. 2.25 2.50 If the instructor doesn't check roll often I will cut 
some days hoping that the roll isn't taken or a pop-
quiz given. 
282. 2.11 2:32 I cut class a lot because I came to college with a mis-
conception of what it would be like. 
283. 5.98 5.10 I go to class and try to get the most out of it even if 
I do make low grades. 
284. 2.44 2.78 I cut class because I can get high grades with little 
or no effort. 
285. 2.75 2.21 I attend class because I like to show-off my knowledge. 
286. 5.25 3.67 I have such a drive to achieve that I will attend class 
even though I'm sick, sleepy, tired, or even depressed. 
287. 2.17 2.40 Often I cut a class because it is boring and tell the 
instructor that I over slept. 
288 .. 3.00 2.38 I find it hard to attend class after I return from the 
holidays. 
289. 4.87 3.39 I go to class because it will look good on my job ap-
plication. 
290. 2.10 2.29 I get too involved in school activities and organiza-
tions and I actually can't find time to go to class. 
291. 2.00 2.16 I go to class just enough to make the grade point that 




INSTRUCTIONS WHICH WERE GIVEN TO THE INTERVIEWEES 
ONE WEEK BEFORE THE INTERVIEWS OCCURRED 
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Class cutting like class attendance is not unconunon on a college camp-
us. Undoubtedly the reasons for attending and cutting classes are very 
numerous. Little is known about a student's reasons and his feelings a-
bout cutting and attending his classes. 
College students may miss a class for many reasons .. Some reasons 
are classified as excused or unavoidable absences. This category con-
tains such factors as personal sickness, sickness of relatives, legiti-
mate school functions which includes athletic contests, attending con-
ferences, orientation or observation trips, musical events, etc. The 
other type of class absences are usually called "class cutting" by col-
lege students. Any absence which a student could have avoided is usually 
termed a class cut. 
In the development of my Ph.D. dissertation I am interested in ob-
taining information which concerns cutting and attending classes. I am 
mainly interested in the attitudinal and personality characteristics 
which underlie cutting and attending classes. This information may prove 
useful in the diagnosis and guidance of college students . 
. Since your interest and position with the university puts you in .a 
strategic place I would appreciate very much the opportunity to talk with 
you.about this matter at a later date. This delay will give you time to 
structure some of your past dealings with students which concerned class 
attendance. 
You may find that you have more information regarding the reasons 
and feelings for cutting class than you have for attending class, since 
80 
the student who attends class will not be brought.to your attention. 





INSTRUCTIONS WHICH WERE GIVEN TO 
THE FOUR EXPERT JUDGES 
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Please sort each _item .into one of the following three classifica-
tions: 
1. An unavoidable situational category (such as 
a flat tire, broken limb, blizzard.conditions, 
etc.). 
2. An attitudinal and personality category. 
3. Items which.are redundant and/or inadequate. 
If you feel that the use of another word in an item would be more 
appropriate please pencil it in above the word that is to be replaced. 
Also ascertain if the individual taking the test can unders:tand the item 
easily and quickly. 
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